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We describe algorithms and data structures for maintaining a
dynamic planar graph subject to edge insertions and edge deletions
that preserve planarity but that can change the embedding. We give a
fully dynamic planarity testing algorithm that maintains a graph subject
to edge insertions and deletions and that allows queries that test
whether the graph is currently planar, or whether a potential new edge
would violate planarity, in O(n12) amortized time per update or query.
We give fully dynamic algorithms for maintaining the connected com-
ponents, the best swap and the minimum spanning forest of a planar
graph in O(log n) worst-case time per insertion and O(log2 n) per
deletion. Finally, we give fully dynamic algorithms for maintaining
the 2-edge-connected components of a planar graph in O(log n)
amortized time per insertion and O(log2 n) per deletion. All of the data
structures, except for the one that answers planarity queries, handle
only insertions that keep the graph planar. All our algorithms improve
previous bounds. The improvements are based upon a new type of
sparsification combined with several properties of separators in planar
graphs. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sparsification was introduced in [2] as a technique for
designing fully dynamic graph algorithms, in which edges
may be inserted into and deleted from a graph while some
graph property must be maintained. This technique is based
upon a combination of graph decomposition and edge
elimination. Let G be a graph with m edges and n vertices: we
partition the edges of G into a collection of sparse subgraphs
(i.e., subgraphs with O(n) edges), and summarize the relevant
information for each subgraph in an even sparser certificate.
We merge certificates in pairs, producing larger subgraphs
which we make sparse by again applying the certificate reduc-
tion. The result is a balanced binary tree in which each node
is represented by a sparse certificate. Each edge insertion or
deletion causes changes in log(mn) tree nodes, but each such
change occurs in a subgraph with O(n) edges, reduced
from the m edges in the original graph. This reduces a time
bound of T(m, n) to O(T(O(n), n) log(mn)). Using a more
sophisticated approach (described in [3]), we can eliminate
the logarithmic factor from this bound. This reduces the time
bounds for many dynamic graph problems, including vertex
and edge connectivity, and minimum spanning forests, to
exactly match the bounds known for sparse graphs.
While sparsification has many applications in algorithms
for arbitrary graphs, it seemed unlikely that it could be used
to speed up algorithms for families of graphs that are
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already sparse, such as planar graphs. However, algorithms
for planar graphs are especially important, as these graphs
arise frequently in applications. We call a planar graph that
is committed to an embedding plane, and we use the term
planar when changes in the embedding are allowed. We call
an edge insertion that preserves the embedding embed-
ding-preserving, whereas we call it planarity-preserving if it
keeps the graph planar (even though its embedding can
change); finally, we call an edge insertion arbitrary if it is not
known to preserve planarity. Previous work on dynamic
graph algorithms has used ad hoc techniques to solve a
number of problems such as minimum spanning forests,
2-edge-connectivity and planarity testing for plane graphs
(with embedding-preserving insertions) [68, 12, 15, 18],
and 2- and 3-vertex-connectivity, and planarity under
planarity-preserving insertions or deletions on planar
graphs [10, 11].
In this paper we provide a new, general technique for
dynamic planar graph problems, including those mentioned
above; in all these problems, we deal with either arbitrary or
planarity-preserving insertions and therefore allow changes
of the embedding. The new ideas behind this technique are
the following. We expand the notion of a certificate, to a
definition for graphs in which a subset of the vertices are
denoted as interesting; these compressed certificates may
reduce the size of the graph by removing uninteresting ver-
tices. Using this notion, we define a type of sparsification
based on separators, small sets of vertices the removal of
which splits the graph into roughly equal size components.
Recursively finding separators in these components gives a
separator tree which we also use as our sparsification tree;
the interesting vertices in each certificate will be those
vertices used in separators at higher levels of the tree. We
introduce the notion of a balanced separator tree, which also
partitions the interesting vertices evenly in the tree: we show
how to compute such a tree in linear time, and how to main-
tain it dynamically. We believe that balanced separator trees
are interesting on their own and may find applications in
other areas. Using this technique, we achieve the following
results.
v First, we maintain a (not necessarily planar) graph
subject to arbitrary edge insertions and deletions and
allow queries that test whether the graph is currently
planar, or whether a potential new edge would violate
planarity, in O(n12) amortized time per update or query.
The previous best known fully dynamic algorithm only
allowed planarity-preserving insertions and took time
O(n23) per update [11].
v Second, we maintain the minimum spanning forest
of a planar graph, subject to deletions and planarity-pre-
serving insertions, and we also maintain the connected
components of the graph, in O(log n) worst-case time per
insertion or query and O(log2 n) per deletion. The best
previous bound was that for general graphs, O(n12) [3]. In
the easier case where the embedding of the graph is fixed, it
was known how to solve this problem in time O(log n) per
update [6, 9].
v Third, we maintain the best swap [8] in a planar
graph, in O(log n) worst-case time per insertion or edge
weight decrease, and O(log2 n) per deletion or edge weight
increase. In the easier case of embedding-preserving inser-
tions (i.e., when the embedding of the graph is fixed), it was
known how to maintain the best swap in O(log3 n) time [8].
Our algorithm improves this bound as well. Frederickson
[8] uses a dynamic best swap algorithm to compute the k
smallest spanning trees of a graph; with our new techniques,
this can be done in O(n+k log2 n) time for any planar graph.
The best previous bound was O(n+k log3 n) [8].
v Fourth, we maintain the 2-edge-connected components
of a planar graph in O(log n) amortized time per planarity-
preserving insertion or query and O(log2 n) per deletion. The
best previous bound was that for general graphs, O(n12) [3].
In the easier case where the embedding of the graph is fixed,
it was known how to solve 2-edge-connectivity n O(log2 n)
time per update [15].
In the companion paper [5] we use the same technique
to maintain the 3-edge-connected, 4-edge-connected,
2-vertex-connected, and 3-vertex-connected components
of a planar graph in O(n12) amortized time per operation.
We believe that our minimum spanning forest, 2-edge-
connectivity and connectivity bounds are particularly
interesting. Indeed, so far there was a huge gap in the time
complexity of fully dynamic algorithms for plane and for
planar graphs (such as, for instance, fully dynamic connec-
tivity or minimum spanning forest). For plane graphs we
typically knew bounds like O(polylog n) (O(log n) in our
example), while for arbitrary updates on planar graphs the
bounds were much higher (O(n12) in our example). Even
worse, because of sparsification the latter bounds were often
exactly the bounds known for general graphs. In other
words, while we knew how to exploit the properties of plane
graphs, so far we could not exploit any property of planar
graphs. Our new technique for the first time breaks this
barrier and shows how to efficiently exploit properties of
planar graphs in a fully dynamic scenario.
The remainder of the paper consists of the following sec-
tions. Section 2 defines precisely the compressed certificates
we need for speeding up algorithms on planar graphs, while
Section 3 uses these certificates to develop our sparsifica-
tion technique. Section 4 applies sparsification to fully
dynamic planarity testing by using compressed certificates
available in the literature. In Section 5, we show how to
achieve improved bounds for fully dynamic minimum
spanning forests, connectivity, and 2-edge-connectivity.
Finally, Section 6 lists some open problems and concluding
remarks.
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2. CERTIFICATES
Our technique is based on the concept of a compressed
certificate.
Definition 1. Let graph property P be fixed, and
assume we are given a graph G with a set XV(G ). Then
a certificate for X in G is a graph G$, with XV(G$ ), such
that for any H with V(G ) & V(H )X, V(G$) & V(H )X,
G _ H has property P if and only if G$ _ H has the property.
We say that P has compressed certificates if we can always
find G$ as above with |G$ |=O( |X | ).
The set X in Definition 1 represents the interesting vertices
of G. According to this definition, the certificate G$ captures
the behavior of G with respect to additions that only touch
the interesting vertices. When X=V(G), this definition
reduces to the one in [2]. As an example, let P be connec-
tivity. We can find a compressed certificate by partitioning
the vertices of X into their connected components in G and
by connecting each partition set by any spanning tree. Call
the resulting graph C. If two vertices in G _ H are connected
by a path, then at each point that the path switches between
edges of G and edges of H, it will pass through a vertex
x # X, and the portion of the path in G can be replaced by
a path through the spanning forest of the partition set con-
taining x. Thus vertices are connected in G _ H if and only
if they are connected in C _ H, so C is in fact a certificate.
We now prove the following two basic facts, analogous to
facts in [2].
Lemma 1. Let C be a certificate for some set X in a given
graph G, and let C$ be a certificate for X in C. Then C$ is also
a certificate for X in G.
Proof. Let H be given with V(H ) & V(G )X. Then by
the assumption that C is a certificate, G _ H has property P
if and only if C _ H has property P. By the assumption that
C$ is a certificate, C _ H has property P if and only if
C$ _ H has property P. So G _ H has P if and only if
C$ _ H does, and C$ is a certificate for G. K
Lemma 2. Let C be a certificate for X in G, and let D be
a certificate for Y in H, with V(G ) & V(H )X & Y. Then
C _ D is a certificate for X _ Y in G _ H.
Proof. Let some further graph H $ be given, with
V(H $) & V(G _ H )X _ Y. Then V(H $ _ H ) & V(G )=
V(H $ _ H ) & V(G _ H ) & V(G )(X _ Y _ V(H )) & V(G )
X. So by the assumption that C is a certificate,
G _ (H _ H $) has property P if and only if C _ (H _ H $)
does. But V(H $ _ C) & V(H )V(H $ _ G ) & V(H )Y by
a symmetrical argument to the one above, so H _ (C _ H $)
has property P if and only if D _ (C _ H $) does. Putting
these two equivalences together shows that (G _ H ) _ H $
has P if and only if (C _ D) _ H $ does, which is exactly the
statement that C _ D is a certificate. K
We now show that, under certain weak assumptions, the
existence of compressed certificates for all G and X is suf-
ficient to prove the existence of a linear time algorithm for
computing such certificates. We require our certificates to
satisfy the following additional property.
Definition 2. Given a graph G, and a set of interesting
vertices X, we say that a certificate C for X in G preserves
planarity if, for any H such that V(H ) & V(G )X, if G _ H
is planar C _ H will also be planar.
Note that according to Definition 2, C _ H may also be
planar even when G _ H is not. As examples of planarity-
preserving certificates, C may itself be a certificate for
planarity; alternately, C may be a subgraph or minor of G.
As part of our linear time algorithm, we construct a
separator S with certain properties. We first show certain
preliminary properties of planar graphs that will allow us to
prove that S satisfies the properties we need.
Lemma 3. Suppose embedded planar graph G consists of
a simple cycle C bounding a disk, with a nonempty indepen-
dent set I of vertices interior to the disk and connected by
edges to C. Then there is some path P consisting of edges and
vertices of C, and a vertex v # I, such that all neighbors of v
are in P, and all neighbors of vertices in I&v are either not
in P or are one of the endpoints of P.
Proof. Choose an initial path P$ by removing a single
edge from C. For each vertex v # I let p(v) denote the longest
subpath of P$ connecting any two neighbors of v. Then by
planarity two paths p(v1) and p(v2) must either share no
edges or one must be contained in the other. Let v be chosen
such that p(v) has minimum length, then p(v) does not
contain any other path p(v$), and P= p(v) and v satisfy the
conditions of the lemma. K
Given an embedded planar graph G, we define the
excess e( f ) of a face f to be | f |&2, where | f | denotes the
number of edges on face f.
Lemma 4. Given any embedding of a planar connected
graph G with n vertices, f # G e( f )=2n&4.
Proof. This sum can be rewritten as 2 |E(G )|&2 |FG )|
and the result follows from Euler's formula |E(G )|&
|F(G )|=|V(G)|&2. K
Given a set S/V(G ), and a subgraph G$ of G, let |S & G$|
denote the number of vertices in S that are part of G$.
Lemma 5. Let S be any subset of the vertices of planar
graph G, and let Ci denote the connected components of
G&S, together with the edges connecting those components
to S. Let s= |S & Ci |, where the sum is taken only over
those components for which |S & Ci |3. Then s6(|S|&2).
Proof. The components Ci with |S & Ci |2 do not
affect the lemma, so without loss of generality we can
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remove them from G. Consider forming a graph G$ by con-
tracting each set Ci&S to a single vertex ci . This contrac-
tion does not change any set S & Ci , nor does it add any
new edges between vertices ci and cj , so  |S & Ci | is the
same in G$ as it is in G. Each contraction can be done by
contracting edges one at a time in Ci&S, so G$ is an minor
of G and must also be planar. The points ci form an
independent set in G$ since if two such points were con-
nected they would be in the same Ci and would have been
contracted into a single point in G$.
We next augment G$ by the following process: as long as
some edge (s1 , s2) can be added between two vertices of S in
such a way that the graph remains planar, add the edge to
the graph. Let G" be a graph formed in this way, that is
maximally augmented so that no further edge can be added.
Since we are only adding edges between vertices in S, no Ci
changes and  |S & Ci | does not change from its original
value in G.
We claim that S & G" is connected. This is needed to
ensure that in every embedding of G", each face of the
induced subgraph S & G" is topologically a disk. To prove
connectedness we choose an arbitrary planar embedding
for G". If S & G" were disconnected, no two components of
S & G" could share a face of the embedding of G", as
otherwise an edge could be added connecting them. So the
faces incident to one component S$ are disjoint from those
incident to the rest of S. Then since S$ & G" is by assump-
tion a connected subgraph of G", the faces incident to S$
form a connected region in the embedding of G", and the
boundary of that region is a set of disjoint cycles. But G"&S
has no edges, hence there can be no such boundary, hence
the faces incident to S$ cover the entire plane and S & G" is
connected.
Fix some particular embedding of G". Now we bound the
contribution to  |S & Ci | from the components Ci within
a single face f of S & G". As above, f is topologically a disk.
Note that each ci in f has neighbors only among the vertices
of f. We show by induction on k that the contribution from
any face f having k edges is at most 3(k&2)=3e( f ). Note
that if the boundary of f passes through the same vertex
multiple times, we could split the occurrences of that vertex
into separate vertices, producing a different face f $ with the
same number of edges and the same contribution but
without multiply occurring vertices. Thus without loss of
generality f can be taken to be a simple polygon.
As a base case to the induction, if k=2 there can be no
point ci by the assumption that each ci has degree at least
three. Otherwise, by Lemma 3 choose a point ci and a path
P on the boundary of f, such that the neighbors of ci are
entirely contained in P and such that no other cj has a
neighbor interior to P. Let ci have degree d3, then |P|d.
Contract P to a single edge and remove ci from the graph,
producing a new face f $ with at most k&d+2 edges
and with a contribution smaller by d. By induction, the
contribution from f $ is at most 3(k&d ), so the contribution
from f is at most 3k&2d3(k&2).
Summing over all faces we get  |S & Ci |3 f e( f )
6(|S|&2) by Lemma 4. K
Lemma 6. Let planar graph G be given, with a set X
of vertices, |X|  c1 |V(G)|, and let c2 be given with
0<c1<c2<1. Then in linear time we can find a vertex set S
and a collection of subgraphs (or pieces) Pi , having the
following properties:
1. All vertices in G&S, and all edges incident to vertices
in G&S, are in exactly one subgraph Pi .
2. No edge between vertices of S is in any Pi .
3. Each Pi has size bounded by a constant depending only
on c1 and c2 but not on n.
4. |S|c2 |V(G )|.
5. X/S/V(G ).
6. The sum, over all pieces Pi , of |S & Pi |, is less than
15c2 |V(G)|.
Proof. Let G$ be formed by replacing every vertex in G
of degree more than three by an unrooted tree with all inter-
nal node degrees equal to three, so that the leaves can be
ordered in such a way that G$ is planar. This can be done by
choosing a planar embedding of G and using the cyclic
order of edges around each vertex of G as the order of the
leaves in the corresponding tree in G$. Since any tree with
internal degree 3 has two more leaves than internal nodes,
the number of vertices in G$ is v # G max[1, d(v)&2].
We first analyze the size of G$, to show that this construc-
tion takes linear time and to show that an appropriate
separator in the resulting graph will be small enough in our
original graph G. Suppose there are n$ vertices in G of degree
three or more. Then if we contract the remaining vertices we
get a planar graph G" with n$ vertices and all degrees three
or more. Choose arbitrarily a planar embedding for G"
with f 2n$&4 faces. By the planar dual to Lemma 4,
v # G" d(v)&2 = 2f & 4 < 4n$. Thus |V(G$)| < (n&n$) +
4n$4n. G$ has degree at most three.
In linear time (e.g., by Goodrich's separator tree algo-
rithm [14]) find a set S$ of at most (c2&c1) n vertices in G$,
so that any connected component of G$&S$ has at most
c3=O(1) vertices. Let S be formed by the set X, together
with any vertex v for which some vertex in S$ is in a tree
corresponding to v. Then |S|c2 |V(G)|, X/S/V(G ).
This completes the construction of the separator S, but
we must still describe how to find the pieces Pi . We analyze
the connected components of G&S in cases according
to the number of neighbors in S adjacent to a given com-
ponent. We will form pieces Pi by grouping together
components having the same set of neighbors.
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First consider the connected components of G & S
adjacent to single vertices of S. We combine these com-
ponents into groups sharing adjacency to the same vertex of
S, with at least 1c2 vertices and at most max[2c2 , c3]=
O(1) vertices in each group. This can be done by a simple
greedy algorithm: start with a group per component, and as
long as some two components with fewer than 1c2 vertices
each share a common vertex, merge them into a single
group. A single group per vertex of S may end up having
contain fewer vertices than the above bound; call a group
small if this happens, and large otherwise. For each group,
we form a piece by taking the induced graph of the group
together with the adjacent vertex in S. There are at most
c2 |V(G )| small pieces (one per vertex of S). The sum over
all small pieces of |S & Pi | is equal to the number of pieces,
at most c2 |V(G )|. We will account for the large pieces later.
We similarly group connected components of G & S
adjacent to two vertices of S, into pieces of size O(1). Since
the graph is planar, each such component can be contracted
to an edge, and any planar graph on S has at most 3 |S|&6
edges, so there can be at most that many pairs of vertices
involved in this grouping. There are thus at most
3c2 |V(G )|&6 small pieces and  |S & Pi | for these pieces
totals less than 6c2 |V(G)|.
We next consider the contribution to  |S & Pi | from the
large pieces in the first two cases. Since each large piece has
at least 1c2 vertices, there are at most c2 |V(G )| such pieces.
Each has one or two neighbors in S so the contribution to
 |S & Pi | is at most 2c2 |V(G )|.
Finally, we form a separate piece for each remaining con-
nected component of G&S, together with the vertices in S
to which it is adjacent. By Lemma 5, the contribution from
these pieces is less than 6c2 |V(G )|.
Adding the adjacencies for the different cases above gives
(1+6+2+6) c2 |V(G )|=15c2 |V(G )| as required. K
Note that in the proof of Lemma 6 we construct the graph
G$, and we find first a separator S$ in G$ and then a
separator S in G. This is necessary to guarantee that each
piece Pi has constant size. Indeed, had we just used G
directly, some Pi could have had too many edges connecting
internal vertices to S.
Lemma 7. Let P be a property for which there exist com-
pressed certificates that preserve planarity. Then in linear
time we can compute a compressed certificate for P.
Proof. Let G be given, |V(G )|=n, and let X be given.
Suppose that certificates exist with size c |X|, c1. If
|X| > n20c already, we can simply return G as our
certificate.
Otherwise, we use Lemma 6 with c1 = 120c and
c2=116c. We can construct a separator S#X, and a
collection of pieces Pi , each of size O(1), with  |S & Pi | at
most 15 |V(G )|16c. Then for each piece Pi let Xi=S & Pi .
Replace each piece P by a certificate C(Pi) for Xi ; since
|Pi |=O(1) this can be done in constant time per piece by a
simple table lookup. We take the union of these certificates
to form a graph C(G ). By Lemmas 2 and 1, C(G ) will be a
certificate for X in G.
C(G ) will have size at most  c |Xi |= c |S & Pi |
15 |V(G )|16. Thus in linear time we can reduce the size of
the graph by a constant factor. If we repeat this process we
reach a certificate having 20c |X| vertices in linear time
overall. K
3. SPARSIFICATION
We first describe an abstract version of our sparsification
technique. We will later show how to apply this technique to
achieve the results claimed above.
3.1 The Basic Algorithm
Let P be a property of planar graphs, for which we can
find compressed certificates in time T(n) and such that we
can construct a data structure for testing property P in time
P(n) which can answer queries in time Q(n). We wish to use
these certificates to maintain P quickly.
We construct a separator tree for the graph, by finding a
set of cn12 vertices (for some constant c) which splits the
remaining graph into two components of less than 2n3
vertices each, and we repeatedly split each component until
there are O(n12) components of size O(n12) each; we call
these the leaf components. This can all be done in O(n) time
[14]. The resulting tree has height O(log n). When an edge
connects two separator vertices, we arbitrarily choose which
component to include it in, so each edge is included in a
unique leaf component. Each time we insert a new edge, we
will include its two endpoints in the separator for the node
in the tree (if one exists) for which the two nodes are in the
two separate components. After O(n12) insertions, we
reconstruct the separator tree, in amortized time O(n12) per
insertion.
At each node in the tree, the interesting vertices are those
that are used either in the separator for that node, or for
separators at higher levels in the tree. Note that there will
initially be at most
cn12 :
O(log n)
i=0
( 23)
i2=O(n12)
interesting vertices per node and at most O(n12) interesting
vertices can be added by insertions before we reconstruct
the tree. By the construction above, leaf components can
share only interesting vertices. Furthermore, a vertex that is
not interesting (in any leaf component) belongs exactly to
one leaf component.
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Each node corresponds to a subgraph which will be
represented by a compressed certificate for its interesting
vertices. We form this certificate by taking the union of the
two compressed certificates for the two daughter nodes
(which by Lemma 2 is a certificate for the graph at the node
itself), and then by computing a compressed certificate of
this union (which by Lemma 1 is also a certificate for the
node). We construct the data structure for testing property
P using the certificate at the tree root. This allows us to test
property P in Q(O(n12)) time.
When we reconstruct the separator tree, we must also
reconstruct the certificates, in time T(O(n12)) per node.
There are O(n12) nodes, and we reconstruct after every
O(n12) insertions, so the amortized time per insertion is
T(O(n12)).
When we perform an insertion of an edge (x, y) that does
not reconstruct the separator tree, we may move the two
vertices x and y into the separator of a node N; then in all
nodes descending from N and containing either of the two
vertices, x and y may become newly interesting, and we
must recompute the certificates. However, this can happen
only if either x or y was not interesting already. In either
words, only the certificates in the path between N and at
most two leaves need to be updated. Furthermore, we must
also recompute certificates for all nodes containing the
newly inserted edge; these are exactly the nodes between N
and the root of the separator tree. In either case, O(log n)
nodes need recomputation, and the time to recompute cer-
tificates in each node is T(O(n12)). Finally, we reconstruct
the data structure for testing property P in the certificate at
the tree root in P(O(n12)) time. When we perform a dele-
tion, we again recompute certificates in O(log n) nodes, in
the same time bound.
Thus there is a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining
P, which takes P(O(n12))+T(O(n12)) O(log n) amortized
time per edge insertion or deletion, and Q(O(n12)) time per
query. The amortized bound can be made worst case by
standard techniques of keeping two copies of the data struc-
ture one of which can be gradually rebuilt while the other is
being used.
3.2. Improved Sparsification
Before we state our results as a general theorem, we
develop a more complicated variant of our technique that
allows us to save an O(log n) factor in the time bound
above. The basic idea is to use a separator tree which also
partitions the interesting nodes evenly in the tree. In this
way the nodes at lower levels of the separator tree will be
able to have certificates smaller than O(n12). In order to
maintain this property of the separator tree we must then
recompute lower-level separators after smaller numbers of
updates.
Definition 3. Let G be a planar graph. A balanced
separator tree for G is a separator tree such that
(i) its root node has O(n12) interesting vertices, and
(ii) a node at level i has at most abin12 interesting
vertices, for some constants a>0 and 0<b<1.
Theorem 1. A balanced separator tree can be con-
structed in linear time.
Proof. We give a linear-time algorithm for constructing
a separator tree such that the allowable number of interest-
ing vertices at level i is a( 2324)
i n12, for some constant a to be
specified below. We first construct a separator tree using
Goodrich's linear time algorithm [14]. Any subgraph in
this tree has at most 23 the vertices of its parent. Then we
count the number of interesting vertices in each subgraph.
If a subgraph Gi has more than the allowed number of in-
teresting vertices, we rebalance its parent Gp in a slightly
different way. Specifically, we find a new separator of Gp
that divides its children, Gl and Gr , so that neither contains
more than 23 of the vertices of Gp and neither contains more
than 23 of the interesting vertices of Gp . This can be done in
linear time using standard weighted separator techniques
(e.g., see [13]). Then Gl and Gr are divided recursively, using
Goodrich's algorithm again. Note that it makes no sense to
rebalance a subgraph if one of its ancestors needs to be
rebalanced, so we look for subgraphs to be rebalanced from
the top down. By construction, this algorithm produces a
desired decomposition tree. Since Goodrich's recursive
separator decomposition requires overall O(n) time, the
running time of the algorithm depends on how much recur-
sive rebalancing needs to be done. In the rest of the proof,
we show that the total size of all the subgraphs that need to
be rebalanced is at most a constant fraction of the original
graph. This is enough for our purposes, since it implies that
the rebalancing totals at most kn, for some k<1. The
further rebalancing in the rebalanced portion of the graph
will then be at most k2n and so on, so the total work done
recursively by the rebalancing will be O(n(1&k))=O(n).
Intuitively, only a constant fraction of the vertices are in
a part of the graph that need rebalancing for the following
two reasons:
v The size of a subgraph at level i of the separator tree
is at most ( 23)
i n, but the allowable number of interesting
vertices at level i of the separator tree is at most a( 2324)
i n12.
This means that interesting vertices are most effective at
causing many vertices to be in rebalanced portions of the
graph if they cause nodes with low level numbers to be
rebalanced.
v If a node Gp at level i is rebalanced, its interesting ver-
tices are divided approximately evenly. This means that the
immediate descendants of Gp cannot contain enough inter-
esting vertices to require rebalancing. In fact, the minimum
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level of any descendant of Gp that could need rebalancing
is i+6.
Making these ideas precise and showing that they mean that
only a constant fraction of the graph needs to be rebalanced
requires a careful accounting argument that is given below.
The first idea is best illustrated by calculating the total
size of the graphs that need to be rebalanced after the initial
separator tree has been calculated.
To reflect the fact that a vertex that becomes interesting
a level i can only help to cause nodes at level i and below to
be rebalanced, we give each interesting vertex a weight that
depends on the level at which it became interesting. In par-
ticular, a vertex that is in a separator at level i has weight
( 1623)
i. If Gi , a subgraph at level i, needs to be rebalanced, it
must have more than a( 2324)
i n12 interesting vertices, each of
weight at least ( 1623)
i. Thus the total weight of these interest-
ing vertices is at least a( 23)
i n12. Since the parent of Gi has at
most ( 32)(
2
3)
in vertices, the weight allocated for each vertex
to be rebalanced is at least 2a(3n12).
We can estimate the total weight of all interesting vertices.
There are 2i subgraphs at level i, each of which has a
separator of size dn12l , where nl is the number of vertices in
the subgraph and d is a constant that comes from [14]. The
total size of the separators at level i is maximized when all
the subgraphs at that level have the same size. Thus the total
weight of the interesting vertices is at most
W= :
0iO(log n)
2id - n2i ( 1623) i.
Note that 16 - 223 < 1, so W < dcn12, where c =
1(1&(16 - 223)). Thus the total size of the rebalanced
subgraphs is at most
S=W< 2a3n12=
3dcn
2a
.
Therefore if a>3dc2, only a constant fraction of the
vertices need to be rebalanced.
The recursive calls are just different enough that a
separate proof is required. Since a node that has been
rebalanced contains enough interesting vertices to force
itself to be rebalanced again if all of them are concentrated
in one of its children, we need to use a second idea. If a node
GP at level i is rebalanced, it has fewer than a( 2324)
i - n inter-
esting vertices, since its parent was not rebalanced. Now let
us consider a descendant Gd and Gp at level i+$ : Gd has at
most 23 of the interesting vertices of Gp and possibly all of the
interesting vertices caused by the separators of the ancestors
of Gd that are descendants of Gp . This makes a total of at
most
:=
2a
3 \
23
24+
i
- n+ :
i j<i+$
d \23+
j2
- n
interesting vertices. Since we choose ad>92, if $6, we
have that
:a( 2324)
i+$ - n.
This means that if a node Gp at level i is rebalanced, no
descendant of GP whose level is less than i+6 will be
rebalanced in the next recursive call. To prove that not too
many vertices in total will be involved in rebalancing, we
need an accounting argument that is similar to the one
above.
Consider a subgraph Gi at level i with ni vertices that is
rebalanced. Here Gi has interesting vertices before the divi-
sion. We give these interesting vertices a weight of ( 1623)
i+6.
lnteresting vertices in a separator at level ji+1 have a
weight of ( 1623)
j. A more accurate estimate of the total weight
required for each vertex in a subgraph of Gi that need to be
rebalanced is possible. A descendant Gj of Gi at level j has
at most ( 23)
j&i ni vertices. Its parent will be rebalanced if it
has more than a( 2324)
j n12 interesting vertices. The total
weight of these interesting vertices is at least
a( 2324)
j n12( 1623)
j=a( 23)
j - n.
Thus the weight per vertex in a rebalanced subgraph is at
least
C=
2a( 23)
j n12
3( 23)
j&i ni
=
2a( 23)
i n12
3ni
.
Now we need to estimate the total weight of interesting
vertices in nodes that are descendants of Gi . The node Gi
starts with at most a( 2324)
i - n interesting vertices, each of
weight ( 1623)
i+6. We also need to bound the weight of the
interesting vertices that are interesting vertices of Gi and its
descendants. As above this can be bounded by
Wi :
i jO(log n)
2 j&id - ni 2 j&i ( 1623) j
=d( 1623)
i n12i :
i jO(log n)
(16 - 223) j&i
dc( 1623)
i n12i .
This means that the total weight available is at most
WTdc( 1623)
i n12i +a(
2
3)
i ( 1623)
6 n12.
This means that the total number of descendants of Gi
that need to be rebalanced is at most
WT
C
=nr
dc( 1623)
i n12i +a(
2
3)
i ( 1623)
6 n12
2a( 23)
i n123ni
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Simplifying, we see that
nr
3dc( 2423)
i n32i
2an12
+3( 1623)
6 ni 2.
Recall that ni( 23)
i n, so
nr
3dc( 2423)
i ( 23)
i2 ni
2a
+3 ( 1623)
6 ni 2.
Since 2423 - 23<1, we have
nr
3dcni
2a
+3( 1623)
6 ni 2.
If we choose a large enough so that ad>92 and
3dc(2a)+3( 1623)
62<1, the theorem follows. K
Theorem 2. Let P be a graph property for which we can
find compressed certificates in time T(n)=0(n) and such
that we can construct, in P(n) time, a data structure that tests
property P in Q(n) time. Then there is a fully dynamic
algorithm for maintaining P in a planar graph subject to
insertions and deletions preserving planarity, which takes
P(O(n12))+T(O(n12)) amortized time per edge insertion or
deletion and Q(O(n12)) time per query.
Proof. We use the algorithm described earlier, with the
following modification: We initialize our data structure
using the balanced separator tree computed in Theorem 1
instead of the more basic separator tree of Goodrich's algo-
rithm. As the algorithm progresses, the number of vertices
belonging to a subgraph, as well the number of interesting
vertices belonging to it, can increase. To keep subgraphs
from getting too big we maintain the property that a sub-
graph at level i has at most ( 56)
in vertices and at most
( 43) a(
23
24)
i n12 interesting vertices. If a subgraph G gets to be
too big or if it comes to have too many interesting vertices,
we rearrange the decomposition tree by rebalancing the
parent node of the one containing G , using the algorithm of
Theorem 1. In this way the number of interesting vertices,
and hence the size of the compressed certificates, will
decrease in a geometric sequence as we progress down the
tree. Thus the time taken recomputing compressed cer-
tificates in each update will be dominated by the time at the
tree root, which is T(O(n12)). Therefore, the actual cost of
an update is T(O(n12))+P(O(n12)), if no rebalancing
needs to be done.
Thus it remains to bound the amortized cost of rebalanc-
ing portions of the tree. Each such rebalancing operation
takes time linear in the size of the rebalanced portion of the
tree, plus the cost of recomputing compressed certificates for
each graph G* in the rebalanced portion. If the number of
vertices in the subgraph Gp at the root of the rebalanced
portion is m, the time to rebuild the tree will be O(m) by
Theorem 1. There will be O(mn12) nodes in the rebalanced
portion of the separator tree and the compressed certificate
of each node can be computed by computing a compressed
certificate of a graph with at most dn12 nodes, for some con-
stant d. Thus the compressed certificates of the graphs in the
rebalanced portion of the separator tree can be computed in
O((mn12) T(dn12)) time. This clearly dominates the time
required to compute the rebalanced tree, but we will con-
sider it to be part of the cost of rebalancing.
To bound the total cost of rebalancing, we use a potential
function argument. We define a potential of the data struc-
ture and prove an upper bound 2 for the increase of the
potential per update. We then show that the total cost is
bounded above by the total decrease of potential which is
obviously bounded by the total increase in potential which
is, in turn, bounded by 2 times the number of updates. Con-
sequently the amortized cost of each update is bounded by 2.
We use this argument twice to bound the cost of balancing
subtrees, once for subtrees rebalanced as a result of having
too many vertices, and once for subtrees rebalanced as a
result of having too many interesting vertices. Each argument
uses a different potential.
Recall that a subgraph at level i can have at most ( 56)
i n
vertices and ( 43) a(
23
24)
i n12 interesting vertices. We define the
normal size of a subgraph at level i to be ( 45)(
5
6)
i n, if i>0. The
normal number of interesting vertices of a subgraph at level
i is a( 2324)
i n12. If a subgraph has more vertices or more inter-
esting vertices than its normal number, the excess adds to
the potential of the data structure. In particular each inter-
esting vertex of a subgraph in level i above the normal num-
ber adds O(( 2023)
i T(dn12)) to the potential, and each vertex
above normal adds O(T(dn12)n12) to the potential. If an
update adds an interesting vertex to a leaf subgraph and all
of its ancestors, and all of these subgraphs have more than
the normal number of interesting vertices, the increase in
potential caused by adding this interesting vertex is
2= :
1iO(log n)
O(( 2023)
i T(dn12))=O(T(dn12)).
If some of the affected nodes have fewer than the normal
number of interesting vertices, then the increase in potential
will be less. Thus the amortized cost of adding a interesting
vertex to a leaf subgraph and to all of its ancestors is
O(T(dn12)). Similarly, the amortized cost of adding a
vertex is O(T(dn12) log nn12), since the addition will add
O(T(dn12)n12) to the potential at each of O(log n) levels in
the separator tree. Note that the potential increase due to
adding a vertex is much less than the potential increase due
to adding an interesting vertex.
It remains to show that whether the rebalancing is due to
a node having too many vertices or due to it having too
many interesting vertices, the total cost of rebalancing is
bounded above by the total decrease of potential due to
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rebalancing. It suffices to show this for rebalancing of one
tree, in which case we showed above that the cost of the
rebalancing is C=O(mn12T(dn12)). If Gp , the root of the
rebalanced tree is in level i, then m=O(( 56)
i n) so we have to
show that the decrease of potential is 0(n12( 56)
i T(dn12)).
Note that after we rebalance Gp , all the descendants of Gp
(not including Gp itself) have zero potential. Moreover, we
only rebalance Gp when one of its children (say G ) exceeded
its maximum allowable number of interesting vertices or its
maximum number of vertices, and thus had high potential.
Suppose that Gp is at level i, so G is in level i+1. If the
rebalancing was due to an excess of interesting vertices, then
the previous potential of G was at least
0(( 13) a(
23
24)
i+1 n12( 2023)
i+1 T(dn12))=0(( 56)
i n12T(dn12)).
Similarly, if the rebalancing was due to G having too many
vertices, the previous potential of G , and hence, the poten-
tial decrease is at least
0(( 15)(
5
6)
i+1 nT(dn12)n12)=0(( 56)
i n12T(dn12)).
So in both cases C is bounded by the decrease in potential.
Therefore, the amortized cost of the rebalancing due to an
insertion is O(2)=O(T(dn12)) and the total amortized cost
of an insertion is T(O(n12))+P(O(n12)). K
3.3. Dyadic Properties
We next describe how sparsification may apply to proper-
ties such as edge connectivity which are best described in
terms of pairs of vertices rather than as a single graph
property.
Definition 4. Let P a property of graphs. P is dyadic
if it is defined with respect to a particular pair (x, y) of ver-
tices in the graph. A graph C is a certificate of P for X in G
if and only if for any H with V(H ) & V(G)X, and any x
and y in V(H ), P is true for (x, y) in G _ H if and only if it
is true for (x, y) in C _ H.
Note that C has to preserve the behavior of the property
not only with respect to the interesting vertices in G, but
also with respect to all vertices in H.
Theorem 3. Let P be a dyadic graph property for which
we can find compressed certificates in time T(n)=0(n) and
such that we can construct a data structure for testing
property P in time Q(n). Then there is a fully dynamic
algorithm for maintaining P in a planar graph, which takes
amortized time T(O(n12)) per edge insertion or deletion, and
worst-case time Q(O(n12))+T(O(n12)) per query.
Proof. The amortized bound for updates follow from
Theorem 2. To test the dyadic property P for two given ver-
tices x and y, we first make x and y interesting vertices in the
certificate at the tree root. Once x and y are interesting, it is
then easily verified that a certificate for dyadic property P
is a certificate for the simple property P(x, y). Note that in
some of the subgraphs replaced by certificates in our data
structure, x or y may be missing; for specificity, in such a
case we define P(x, y) to be false.
To make x and y interesting, we reconstruct the cer-
tificates of all nodes containing either one of them. We do
not reconstruct the separator tree even if the operation
should normally do so. As in the proof of Theorem 2, this
involves recomputing certificates in O(log n) nodes in the
separator tree of sizes increasing in a geometric sequence,
and therefore can be done in T(O(n12)) time. To answer a
query regarding property P for vertices x and y, we
construct the data structure for testing property P in the
certificate at the tree root in P(O(n12)) time. Finally, we
undo all the changes we made. K
4. PLANARITY TESTING
As the first application of our basic sparsification
technique, we describe an algorithm for testing planarity.
Galil, Italiano, and Sarnak [11] showed that a com-
pressed certificate for planarity can be found in linear time.
Their certificates are defined in a slightly different way from
our Definition l. However, it can be verified that their cer-
tificates comply with our definition. We first review their
definition of certificate. Let G be a graph, and let F be a sub-
graph of G . We say that V(F ) & V(G ) is the boundary of F.
We define a vertex x to be external to F if x is either in
V(G )&V(F ) or in the boundary of F. Denote by G &F the
graph having as vertex set all the vertices external to F, and
as edges the set E(G )&E(F ). In [11], a certificate C for F
is defined as follows:
(i) C contains all the boundary vertices of F, and no
other vertex of G external to F; namely, V(C ) & V(G &F )=
V(F ) & V(G ).
(ii) For any two vertices x and y external to F,
G _ [(x, y)] is planar if and only if C _ (G &F ) _ [(x, y)]
is planar.
Note that these certificates are transitive (as in Lemma l).
Namely, a certificate for a certificate for F will itself be a
certificate for F.
The basic difference between this definition and Defini-
tion 1 is that the certificates in [11] seem to preserve
planarity only for the addition of a single edge that touches
external vertices. Hence, at first sight Definition l would
seem more general, since it allows multiple additions of
edges that only touch external vertices (i.e., the whole graph
H ). However, we observe that an arbitrary graph H of
Definition 1 can be built through a proper sequence of single
edge additions that only touch external vertices; since
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certificates are transitive, a certificate according to the
definition given in [11] complies with our Definition 1.
Theorem 4. We can maintain a planar graph, subject to
insertions and deletions that preserve planarity, and allow
queries that test whether a new edge would violate planarity,
in amortized time O(n12) per update or query.
Proof. Using the compressed certificates of [11] in our
separator tree gives O(n12) amortized time per update by
Theorem 2. Each query can be interpreted as a test of a
dyadic property, and can be performed by inserting the
query edge (without reconstructing the separator tree even
if the insertion would normally do so), testing planarity of
the certificate at the tree root, and then undoing the changes
we made. K
We can improve this result, to allow arbitrary insertions
or deletions, even if they might let the graph become non-
planar, using the following trick.
Corollary 1. We can maintain a graph, subject to
arbitrary insertions and deletions, and allow queries that test
whether the graph is presently planar or whether a new edge
would violate planarity, in amortized time O(n12) per update
or query.
Proof. We use the data structure above to maintain a
planar subgraph of the given graph. Whenever we attempt
to insert a new edge, and the resulting graph would be non-
planar, we do not actually perform the insertion, but instead
add the edge to a list of nonplanar edges. Whenever we per-
form a query, and the list of nonplanar edges is nonempty,
we attempt once more to add those edges one at a time to
the planar subgraph. The time for each successful addition
can be charged to the insertion operation that put that edge
in the list of nonplanar edges. As soon as we find some edge
in the list that cannot be added, we stop trying to add the
other edges in the list. The time for this failed insertion can
be charged to the query we are currently performing. In this
way the list of nonplanar edges will be empty if and only if
the graph is planar, and we can test planarity even for
updates in nonplanar graphs. K
We remark that the same O(n12) bound can be achieved
for the problem of maintaining minimum spanning forests,
dyadic connectivity, and 2-edge-connectivity. This does not
improve the O(n12) bounds that can be achieved using the
algorithms for general graphs [3]. However, better bounds
can be achieved by applying a stable sparsification technique,
as shown in the following section.
5. STABILITY AND MINIMUM SPANNING FORESTS
The basic planar graph sparsification technique of
Theorem 2 corresponds closely to the basic arbitrary graph
sparsification technique of [2]; in both cases the graph is
partitioned recursively, and each update causes several cer-
tificates to be reconstructed from scratch. In that paper we
showed that, for minimum spanning forests and certain
other problems, the time bounds could be improved by
using some data structure to maintain the certificates
dynamically. For this to work, we needed a property which
we called stability; intuitively, as each change propagates
up the sparsification tree, it leads to O(1) changes in each
certificate.
It turns out that a form of stable sparsification can also be
used for planar graphs, to obtain quite dramatic speedups in
computing dynamic minimum spanning forests. We do not
define stability explicitly, as we did in [2], since the techni-
que is more complicated here and less easy to generalize.
However, we apply the same method later to 2-edge-
connectivity.
5.1. Minimum Spanning Forest Certificates
Let G and X/V(G) be given. We assume without loss of
generality that no two edges of G have the same weight, and
hence the minimum spanning forest MSF(G ) is uniquely
determined. Indeed if this is not the case, we can use an
appropriate tie-breaking rule. We wish to define a com-
pressed certificate for MSF(G ). However, this cannot be
done using our previous definitions because the MSF is a
subgraph not a property. Moreover, there is no compressed
certificate that is simultaneously a certificate for all proper-
ties defined on the MSF (consider the property of having n
vertices).
Instead, we define a form of certificate that will let us
determine the edges in the MSF in the following indirect
way.
Definition 5. Let C be a graph defined on a subset of
vertices of G containing X, with distinct edge weights that
are a subset of the weights in G. We say that e$ # C is a
partner of e # G if the two edges share the same weight. Then
C is an MSF certificate for X in G if it satisfies the following
properties, for any H with V(H ) & V(G )X and with no
two edges in G _ H sharing the same weight:
1. If edge e # G has no partner in C, then e is in
MSF(G _ H ) if and only if it is in MSF(G ).
2. If edge e # G has e$ # C as a partner, then e is in
MSF(G _ H ) if and only if e$ is in MSF(C _ H ).
3. Any edge of H is in MSF(G _ H ) if and only if it is in
MSF(C _ H ).
The following facts about MSF certificates follow from
this definition.
Lemma 8. If C is an MSF certificate for X in G, and C$
is an MSF certificate for X in C, then C$ is an MSF
certificate for X in G.
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Lemma 9. If V(G ) & V(H )X, C is an MSF certificate
for X in G, and C$ is an MSF certificate for X in H, then
C _ C$ is an MSF certificate for X in G _ H.
One such certificate is the forest FX (G), denoted simply
FX when G is clear from context, formed in three stages as
follows. Each stage consists of a sequence of transfor-
mations, each one of which transforms Gi to Gi+1 . We begin
with G0=G.
In the first stage each successive transformation removes
from Gi some edge not part of MSF(Gi), to produce Gi+1.
The result of this stage is a graph Gi=MSF(G ), and in the
remaining stages Gi will always be a forest.
In the second stage we find in graph Gi some leaf vertex
v that is not in X and remove it and its single incident edge
from Gi to produce Gi+1. The result of this stage is a forest
Gi in which all leaves are in X, and this condition will
remain true throughout stage three.
In the third stage we find in graph Gi a vertex v incident
to exactly two edges e1 and e2 in Gi , such that v is not in X.
We remove v from Gi , and replace e1 and e2 with a single
edge having as its weight the heavier of the two weights of
e1 and e2 , to produce Gi+1.
When no more such transformations can be done, let
FX=Gi . Note that FX is a forest in which all vertices in
FX&X have degree three or more, so the number of vertices
in FX is at most 2|X |&2=O( |X | ).
Our proof that this process results in a certificate is based
on the standard fact that in any graph G, an edge e is not in
MSF(G ) iff there is a simple cycle in G for which e is the
heaviest edge. For any such edge e, one such cycle can be
found as the cycle induced by e in MSF(G ). We use this
fact to derive some other standard results about minimum
spanning forests.
Lemma 10. Let e be an edge of G that is not in MSF(G ),
then for any H, e is not in MSF (G _ H ).
Proof. If there is a simple cycle in G for which e is the
heaviest edge, then that cycle will also be in G _ H. K
Lemma 11. Let e be an edge of G that is not in MSF(G ),
then MSF(G)=MSF(G&e).
Proof. For any edge e$ in G&e, if there is a simple cycle
in G&e for which e$ is the heaviest edge, then that cycle will
also be in G. And if there is a simple cycle in G for which e$
is the heaviest edge, then the cycle induced by e$ in MSG(G )
will have that property and will still exist in G&e. So e$ is
not in MSF(G ) iff it is not in MSF(G&e). K
Lemma 12. Let e be an edge of MSF(G ), then the edges
in MSF(G )&e are exactly those of MSF(G$), where G$ is
formed by contracting e.
Proof. Any cycle in G becomes either one or two simple
cycles in G$, with the same edge set except for perhaps the
lack of e. So if some edge e$ of G is the heaviest edge in a
cycle, it will still be heaviest in one of the two resulting
cycles. Conversely any simple cycle in G$ can be turned into
a simple cycle in G perhaps with the addition of e. If e$ is the
heaviest edge of the cycle in G$, it must remain so in G, since
e cannot be the heaviest edge of a cycle. K
Lemma 13. FX (G) is an MSF certificate for X in G.
Proof. We verify that each graph Gi+1 produced from a
graph Gi by a transformation at some stage of the construc-
tion is a certificate for Gi . Lemma 8 then tells us that the
result of this sequence of transformations is a certificate for
the original graph. Note that exactly one edge e in Gi has no
partner in Gi+1 . Thus we need to verify property (1) of
MSF certificates only for e, and properties (2) and (3) for
the other edges.
For the first stage, Lemma l0 implies property (1) and
Lemma 11 (with Gi _ H in place of G ) implies properties (2)
and (3).
The transformations in the remaining two stages can be
viewed as contracting some edge e. In both cases, e must be
part of MSF(Gi _ H ) for any H: in the second stage e is the
only edge in Gi _ H incident to vertex v, so no simple cycle
in Gi _ H contains e; and in the third stage it is the lighter
of the two edges in Gi _ H incident to v, so every simple
cycle containing e contains the other edge as well and e
cannot be heaviest. Thus property (1) holds, and Lemma
12 (with Gi _ H in place of G ) implies properties (2) and
(3). K
These certificates immediately give us an O(n12) time
algorithm for dynamic MSF computation which is,
however, no better than previously known methods [7].
Instead, we will apply this certificate technique to compress
a large number of very small pieces of the graph and then
apply our technique recursively, resulting in poly-
logarithmic update times. In order to do this, we need the
following technique which will allow the pieces to grow in a
controlled way as the algorithm proceeds.
5.2. Deletions with Limited Insertions
We first describe a data structure which maintains mini-
mum spanning forests in graphs which may be nonplanar,
of arbitrary size, but are constructed in a very restricted
way. This structure will be useful as a component of our
dynamic planar graph minimum spanning forest algorithm.
Lemma 14. Let a graph G be given, initially having O(1)
edges. Then there is a data structure for maintaining the set
of edges in the minimum spanning forest of G, in O(1) time for
each of the following three types of operation. (1) Delete an
edge from G. (2) Insert a new edge connecting a vertex in G
to a newly created vertex. (3) Replace some edge of G by a
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pair of edges, for which the maximum weight of the pair is
equal to the original edge weight.
Proof. Any edge inserted in operation (2) must be in the
MSF of G, as must the lighter of the two edges added in
operation (3). The heavier of the two edges is in the MSF
immediately after the operation, if and only if the replaced
edge was in the MSF. So the only difficulty in maintaining
the MSF is in handling delete operations. If a non-MSF
edge is deleted, nothing happens to the MSF. If an edge in
the MSF is deleted, we need to find a single replacement
edge reconnecting the graph, if any such edge exists.
We define the following terminology: Let G0 be the
original graph, having O(1) edges. Let Gi be the graph for-
med by performing only operations (2)and (3), but not per-
forming any edge deletions. An original vertex in G or Gi is
a vertex of G0 ; an inserted vertex is one added by operations
(2) or (3). A primary path is a path in Gi formed by repeated
splitting of an edge of G0 , by operation (3). A primary path
is broken if one of its edges has been deleted by operation
(1); it is unbroken otherwise.
Every edge in G that is not part of a primary path, or is
part of a broken primary path, will be part of the MSF of
G. On an unbroken primary path, either all edges are part
of the MSF or the heaviest edge is not part of the MSF and
all the other edges are.
We maintain the following data structure. Any edge of G
knows whether or not it belongs to a primary path. If it
belongs to a primary path, we store a pointer to the corre-
sponding edge of G0 . For each edge in G0 , we remember
whether the corresponding primary path is unbroken, and if
so we remember the heaviest edge in the path.
For each operation of type (3) (edge replacement), if the
replaced edge was on a primary path, the two new edges
replace it as part of the path and we update the data struc-
ture for the path. If the replaced edge is heaviest on its path,
one of the two replacements is now heaviest and will be part
of the MSF iff the replaced edge was part of MSF; otherwise
both new edges are part of the MSF. If the replaced edge
was not on a primary path, the two replacements are always
both part of the MSF).
For each operation of type (2) (vertex insertion), the new
edge becomes part of the MSF, and our data structure does
not otherwise need to be changed.
For each operation of type (1) (edge deletion), the corre-
spondence between primary paths and edges of G0 does not
change. If the deleted edge is not on a primary path, it has
no replacement in the MSF, and the MSF update consists
simply of removing the given edge. Similarly if it was an
edge of a broken primary path there can be no replacement.
In the remaining case, the deletion causes a path to break.
If the heavy edge on the path was not part of the MSF, it is
the MSF replacement of the deleted edge. If the heavy edge
was part of the MSF we compute the minimum spanning
forest F of those edges in G0 corresponding to unbroken
paths. At most one of the heavy path edges corresponding
to edges in F will not already be in the MSF of G; if such an
edge exists, it will be the replacement for the deleted edge,
and otherwise there is no replacement. K
5.3. The Data Structure
We are finally ready to describe our planar graph mini-
mum spanning forest data structure. This consists of a set of
vertices S(G ); a collection of pieces Pi , each of which is a
subgraph of G; a certificate C(G); and a recursively con-
structed data structure of the same type for the graph C(G ).
G&S(G ) will typically have many small connected com-
ponents (although in general we place no bound on the size
of these components). The pieces Pi have the following
properties:
1. each vertex of G&S(G ) is contained in exactly one
piece;
2. each edge with at least one endpoint in G&S(G) is
contained in exactly one piece;
3. each edge between vertices of S(G ) is contained in at
most one piece.
Note, however, that vertices of S(G ) may be included in
multiple pieces. Properties (1) and (2) imply that any con-
nected component of G&S(G) is contained in a single
piece, and property (2) also implies that the piece contains
all edges between that component and S(G ).
For each piece we keep a copy of the data structure of
Lemma 14. When the pieces are formed they will have size
O(1), and they will subsequently change only by the update
types allowed in that lemma.
The union of the pieces will cover much of G, but some
edges between vertices of S(G ) may remain outside any
piece. C(G ) is then formed as the union of these excluded
edges with the union of certificates C(Pi) for each piece Pi .
These certificates of individual pieces are initially the graphs
FX (Pi) described above, with the set X of interesting vertices
equal to the vertices in Pi & S(G). At all subsequent times
the pieces' certificates will be forests formed by contracting
certain edges in the minimum spanning forest of the piece,
a subset of the edges contracted in forming FX (Pi). The
proof of Lemma 13 applies to show that these forests are
MSF certificates. Since the pieces only overlap each other at
vertices of S(G ), and since each piece is represented by a cer-
tificate for which these vertices are interesting, it follows that
C(G) as a whole is an MSF certificate for G.
We can then determine which edges are in the minimum
spanning forest of G as follows. If an edge is not part of any
piece, but is instead included directly in C(G), then it is in
the MSF of G if and only if it is also in the MSF of C(G ),
which can be determined recursively. If it is in a piece, but
not in the MSF of that piece, it is not in the MSF of G. If
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it was in the MSF of its piece P, but was contracted to form
C(P), it is in the MSF of G. If it is not contracted, and
remains in C(G ), then it is in the MSF of G if and only if it
is in the MSF of C(G ). We keep track of which of these cases
describes which edges of the graph, so that we can quickly
determine the overall changes to the minimum spanning
forest of G.
We construct our data structure by finding a collection of
pieces Pi . For each piece Pi we compute the certificate
FX (Pi) with respect to the interesting vertex set X=
Pi & S(G ). We also build a copy of the data structure of
Lemma 14 for each piece, so that we can maintain the cer-
tificate as the piece changes. Let C(G ) be the graph formed
as the union of piece certificates. We construct the data
structure for C(G ) in the same fashion recursively. The top
level data structure, and its recursive counterparts, will be
reconstructed from scratch periodically; this is done in
the same manner as the initial construction of the data
structure.
Before we describe how to find the pieces Pi , we must
deal with the issue of multiple adjacencies. We can assume
that our actual dynamic graph G has no multiple adjacen-
cies, since a simple dictionary data structure will suffice to
detect such adjacencies in O(log n) time per update, after
which we can keep only the minimum weight one among
any collection of parallel edges. Thus we are justified in
measuring computation time in terms of the single
parameter n, the number of vertices, rather than m, the
number of edges. However, at lower levels of the data struc-
ture, multiple adjacencies may again arise from multiple
pieces that are replaced by parallel edges. We cannot use the
same dictionary strategy described above, both because it
would take too much time per level and because it would
possibly destroy the stability properties needed in the
analysis of our algorithm. Instead, we allow multiple
adjacencies and deal with them explicitly. At any level of the
data structure, we will not have any fixed bound on the size
of any set of parallel edges. However, we will make sure that
the total number of extra multiple edges is at most n, so we
still have a linear bound m4n on the total number of
edges in relation to the number of vertices in the graph at
each level. Finally, we note that the data structure of
Lemma 14, used to maintain the certificate for each piece
Pi , does not require that the initial value of the piece be a
simple graph. It only requires that the number of edges (and
not just the number of vertices) is small.
We build our data structure as follows. Compute the
degree d(v) for each vertex v, counting multiple adjacencies
separately. Using a weighted separator tree algorithm [14],
with the weight of a vertex equal to its degree, find a set
S(G ) of =n vertices, for some = to be determined later, such
that the removal of S(G) leaves any remaining connected
component of G&S(G) with O(1) total weight. Our
analysis requires that |S(G )| is exactly =n so if the separator
algorithm returns too small a set, we add vertices to make
up the difference.
Define a preliminary set of pieces Pi$ formed as the con-
nected components of G&S(G ), together with the edges
and vertices connecting each component to S(G ). Define a
piece Pi$ also for each edge connecting two vertices of S(G ).
Two pieces Pi$ and Pj$ will lead to a multiple adjacency in
C(G) exactly when Pi$ & S(G )=Pj$ & S(G ) and |Pi$ & S(G )|
= 2. As in Lemma 6, we form our actual pieces Pi by grouping
such pieces into collections.
Pieces Pi$ with |Pi$ & S(G )|{2 become pieces Pi in our
data structure for G. To perform the grouping of the remain-
ing pieces, we construct a graph G$ with vertex set S(G ) and
with an edge (s1 , s2) for each piece Pi$ & S(G )=[s1 , s2]. We
bucket sort the edges of G$ to group them into collections of
parallel edges, and for each such collection we make groups
of O(1) pieces Pi$ each to form our actual groups Pi . Recall
that the number of edges in G is at most 4n, the number of
vertices in S(G) is =n, and the number of edges in each piece
Pi$ is at most some constant c. We begin by treating each
piece Pi$ as a separate group. Then as long as two groups
corresponding to parallel edges in G$ both have at most 8=
edges, we merge them to form a single group. We let the
resulting collection of groups form our pieces Pi . Each
group will have at most max[16=, c]&O(1) edges.
5.4. Performing Updates
We now describe how to change the data structure to per-
form each possible update. After any $n updates to G, for
some $ to be determined later with $=2, we will rebuild
the structure from scratch. Similarly, we rebuild the recur-
sively constructed data structures for C(G ) and so on, at
progressively smaller intervals: in any recursive data struc-
ture D, if there were m vertices the last time we rebuilt D, we
rebuild D again after $m updates have been performed in D
(note that fewer than $m updates may have been performed
in G, since each deletion in G may give rise to many updates
in D). If we are not rebuilding the data structure during a
particular update, we perform the following operations
instead.
When we insert or delete an edge in G, we first make its
endpoints part of S(G ), and so on in all recursively con-
structed data structures S(C(G )), S(C(C(G ))), etc. We do
this independently for each of the two endpoints. If an
endpoint v is not in C(G ), then v is contained in exactly one
piece P.
Recall that the certificate C(P ) for the piece P can be
formed by starting with the minimum spanning forest F of
the piece and by contracting certain edges. (This is true
initially by construction, and this property is preserved as
we update the data structure.) The contracted edges are
precisely those that are in F but have weights not appearing
on edges in C(P ). If an edge e of the piece is not part of F,
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it does not appear at all in C(P ). If e is in F, it may be con-
tracted in C(P ); in that case we distinguish three types of
edges:
(1) e is on some path of F that has been contracted to
a single edge in C(P );
(2) e is part of some subtree of F that has been con-
tracted to a single vertex of C(P ); or
(3) e is part of a subtree of F that does not appear at all
in C(P).
We refer to the previous edges as type (l), type (2), and
type (3) edges, respectively. We do not explicitly keep track
of the types of edges, but the distinction will be useful to us
in analyzing our algorithm. The edges of type (1) form a
subforest of F which we call the certificate subforest. The
certificate subforest will consist of at most one subtree of
each tree in F.
We uncompress C(P ) in different ways to make v part of
C(G ), according to the following cases:
v If v is already a vertex of C(P), nothing needs to be
done.
v If the certificate subforest does not have a subtree in
the tree containing v, we make v an isolated vertex of C(P ).
This may change the types of several edges from (3) to (2).
v If v is a vertex in the certificate subforest, it must be on
a path p in F that has been contracted to form a single edge
(u, w) in C(P ). Then, we replace this edge by two edges
(u, v) and (v, w), corresponding to the portions of the path
on either side of v. We give these two edges the weights of
the heaviest edges in their corresponding paths.
v If the path in MSF(P ) from v to the certificate sub-
forest ends at a vertex w of C(P), we add a single edge (v, w)
to C(P), having the weight of the heaviest edge in the path
from v to w in MSF(P ). The other edges in the path remain
contracted, but this replacement changes their type from (2)
to (1).
v In the remaining case, let p1 be the path in MSF(P )
from v to some vertex z in the certificate subforest, and let
p2 be the path of type (l) edges containing vertex z and
corresponding to a single edge (u, w) in C(P ). We replace
the edge (u, w) by a star of three edges (v, z), (u, z), and
(w, z) corresponding to p1 and the two portions of p2 on
either side of z. Again, each edge is given the weight of the
heaviest edge in its path.
We will show later that finding the heaviest edge in each
case takes O(1) time.
Once we have made v part of C(G ), we must extend this
replacement to deeper levels of the recursive data structure.
This is one place where the stability property of minimum
spanning forests appears; as we will show, as the change
propagates through the data structure, the amount of
change remains constant rather than blowing up. In con-
trast, if we used the simpler algorithm of replacing C(P ) by
P itself whenever we wished to make v part of C(P ), the
amount of change at each level could be some constant frac-
tion larger than the previous level and by the time we got
O(log n) levels deep in the data structure we would be
performing a polynomially large amount of work.
At any recursive level, we will be asked to replace some
edge e by a star (with v as the third point of the star), replace
e by a pair of edges (with v as the middle point), or add a
new edge to the graph (with v as endpoint). In the first two
cases, the weight of the replaced edge will be equal to the
heavier of the two edges in the path connecting its endpoints
in the replacement. In these cases, if the replaced edge e is
not part of any piece but merely included in C(G ), no piece
will need changing at this level, so we merely make the given
change in C(G ) and pass the change on to the next level. In
the third case, if the endpoint of the new edge is already part
of C(G ), we simply add the edge to C(G ), or if the endpoint
is part of some piece, we update the piece and then make the
v part of C(G ) as described earlier. The difficulty arises when
the replaced edge e is part of some piece P. We update P
itself using the two replacement operations allowed in
Lemma 14. But we must also update the certificate C(P ).
There are again a number of cases:
v If e is part of the minimum spanning forest F of P and
is part of a path in F that has been contracted to an edge
(u, w) in C(P ) (e is a type (1) edge as described earlier), and
e is being replaced by a pair of edges with v in the middle,
we replace (u, w) in C(P ) by two edges (u, v) and (v, w)
corresponding to the portions of the path on either side of v.
v If e is a type (1) edge, part of a path corresponding to
edge (u, w) in C(P ), being replaced by a star of three edges,
we similarly replace (u, w) by a star of three edges.
v If e is part of F but is part of a subtree that has been
contracted to a vertex w (e is a type (2) edge), we add an
edge (v, w) to C(P ), corresponding to the path from v to w
in the minimum spanning forest of P.
v If e is an edge of F in a connected component of P that
does not appear in C(P ) (e is a type (3) edge) then we add
v as an isolated vertex to C(P ). The connected component
containing v will now consist of type (2) edges.
v If e is not part of the minimum spanning forest of P
and is being replaced by two or three edges, then the mini-
mum spanning forest in the new graph will contain all but
one of the replacement edges. Let u be the unique endpoint
of e touching one of the new minimum spanning forest
edges. If u is on a path in F contracted to a single edge (w, z)
in C(P ), we split that path at u and add an edge to v, replac-
ing (w, z) by a star of three edges (w, u), (u, z), and (u, v). If
u is in a subtree of F contracted to a single point w of C(P ),
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we add an edge (w, v) to C(P) corresponding to the mini-
mum spanning forest path from v through u to w. And if u
is in a tree of F not containing any point of C(P), we add v
as an isolated point to C(P ). As above, several edges may
change type.
If we continue the above process at each recursive level, we
will make vertex v part of S(G ) at each level.
Once the endpoints of the updated edge are in S, we per-
form an insertion simply by including the new edge in C(G ):
(but not in any piece) and continuing recursively. The fact
that O(1) actions need be performed at each level is again a
type of stability property, although in most uses of sparsi-
fication this type of stability for insertions is easy to achieve,
and it is only the deletions that are complicated. All the
actual work of maintaining the minimum spanning forest
will be done by rebuilding the data structure at some level
of the recursion, if the new update causes the recursive data
structure to have gone for too many updates without being
rebuilt. This is guaranteed to happen at some level because
at the bottom of the recursion the data structure is so small
that it must be rebuilt every update.
When we delete an edge, if the edge is not part of any
piece, we simply remove it from C(G) and pass the deletion
recursively to the data structure for C(G). Otherwise, we
find the piece P containing the deleted edge. Using the algo-
rithm of Lemma 14 we compute the replacement for that
edge and make that replacement's endpoints part of S(G ) as
above. This replacement remains part of P even though its
endpoints are now in S(G ). We then include that replace-
ment in C(P) and as an insertion in the recursively con-
structed data structure for C(G). If the deleted edge was part
of a path corresponding to an edge already in C(G ), we
delete that edge recursively. Stability shows up here, too, in
that each deletion causes O(1) operations (a single insert
and another delete) at each recursive level.
It is not hard to verify that if we follow this procedure,
any certificate of any piece will always be a contraction of
the piece's minimum spanning forest, and C(G) will be a
supergraph of a contraction of the MSF of G. By transitivity
the overall structure will form a recursive sequence of
smaller and smaller MSF certificates for the overall
minimum spanning forest.
5.5. The MSF Itself
We have described above how to update our certificates
for the MSF. However, we wish to update the MSF itself,
and not just its certificate.
As is well known, each edge insertion causes the removal
of at most one other edge from the MSF, and likewise each
deletion causes the addition of at most one edge. If we can
compute these replacement edges, we can maintain edges in
the MSF as an unstructured set, in a further O(1) time per
operation.
More precisely, define the replacement set of an insertion
or deletion to be the set of edges in the symmetric difference
of the MSF before the update and the MSF after the update;
i.e., it is the set of edges that change status during the
update. Each replacement set consists of at most two edges.
The key property we need is the following.
Lemma 15. Suppose we are inserting edge e to G, creating
a new graph G$, and that we have proceeded in the update
process as far as making the endpoints of e part of C(G ). Then
the replacement set of the update in G is the same as the
replacement set of the remaining change to be performed in
C(G), the insertion of e to C(G ). Similarly, if we are deleting
e and have made both its endpoints and its replacement edge
in the piece containing it part of C(G ), then the replacement
set of the update in G is the same as the replacement set of the
remaining change in C(G ), which is the deletion of e from
C(G).
Proof. C(G ) at the given point in time remains an MSF
certificate for G, and C(G$) is a certificate for G$. Property
(2) of MSF certificates, applied to C(G$) with H equal to the
empty graph, shows that e is in MSF(G$) if and only if it is
in MSF(C(G$)), so it is in the replacement set of G if and
only if it is in the replacement set of C(G ). If e has a replace-
ment f, then property (1) of MSF certificates, applied to
C(G) with H equal to the single edge e, shows that f must
have a partner in C(G ), and property (2) shows that the
partner is again in the replacement set in C(G ). Conversely
if any edge f is in the replacement set in C(G), property (2)
shows that it must be the replacement of e in G.
The equality of replacement sets for deletions follows by
a symmetric argument, in which the roles of G and G$ are
reversed. K
Thus to compute the replacement edge in G, we simply
pass the problem to the recursive subproblem in C(G ).
Whenever we rebuild a data structure at some level of the
recursion, we will have time to compute the replacement
directly at that level.
5.6. Time Analysis
We have finished describing our algorithm for updating
the MSF of a planar graph G. In this section we analyze its
running time. We recall that we maintain a data structure
that consists of a set of vertices S(G ); a collection of pieces
Pi , each of which is a subgraph of G, a certificate C(G ), and
a recursively constructed data structure of the same type for
the graph C(G )
Lemma 16. At any level of the data structure, after at
most n=2 updates to that level, if the graph G at that level has
n vertices, then G will have at most 4n edges.
Proof. We prove the result by induction, one level at a
time. As a base case, we can use the dictionary strategy
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described in Section 5.3 for the outermost level, so at that
level we can assume there are no multiple adjacencies. Thus
G has at most 3n&6 edges and satisfies the lemma. We show
that inductively for each level i, if the graph Gi at that level
satisfies the lemma, then the graph Gi+1=C(Gi) at the next
level also satisfies the lemma.
We let n denote the number of vertices in Gi at the time
Gi+1 was last constructed; then by the construction Gi+1
will have =n vertices at this time. Note also that no update
to Gi+1 reduces the number of vertices. Since each graph
is planar, the number of edges in Gi+1 is at most 3=n&6,
plus the number of extra edges coming from multiple
adjacencies.
When Gi+1 is initially constructed as C(Gi), if two pieces
of Gi correspond to a multiple adjacency, one of the two will
have at least 8= edges. By the induction hypothesis, Gi has
at most 4n edges, so there can be at most n=2 pieces in Gi
with this many edges. Thus the total number of extra edges
coming from multiple adjacencies in Gi+1 will be at most
n=2.
As we perform updates, each update can add at most one
multiple adjacency to the graph (either as an inserted edge,
or as the replacement for a deleted edge). Because of the
limit on the number of updates, there can be at most n=2
extra edges added in this way.
Adding the two n=2 terms with the at most 3=n&6 edges
not counting multiplicity in Gi+1 , and comparing to the at
least =n vertices in Gi+1, gives our bound. K
By Lemma 16 and by the assumption that the parameter
$ bounding the time between reconstructions of each level is
at most half the parameter = appearing in that lemma, the
number of edges, including multiple adjacencies, at each
level, will be at most 4n. Thus we can provide bounds solely
in terms of the number of vertices n at each level.
The set S=S(G ) can be found in O(n) time using
Goodrich's separator tree algorithm [14]. C(G ) can then be
found by O(n) computations of certificates, each in a graph
of size O(1).
We first analyze the number of vertices in the certificate
C(G ) constructed at each level. We need the following
preliminary lemma.
Lemma 17. The number of vertices in C(G ) is less than
3 |S(G)|.
Proof. Since the certificate C(Pi) for each piece Pi is a
forest for which all vertices not in S(G ) have degree three or
more, the number of vertices in C(Pi)&S(G ) is at most;
max[0, |S(G ) & Pi |&2]. Thus the total number of vertices
in C(G) is |S(G )| plus the sum of the above quantity over all
pieces. This sum is similar to that analyzed in Lemma 6, and
we use a similar analysis here.
The pieces for which |S(G) & Pi | is one or two add no
new vertices to C(G ) and can be ignored for this analysis. As
in Lemma 5, we reduce the problem for the remaining pieces
to that within a single face f of a connected graph S(G ) & G"
and contract each piece to a single vertex within that face.
As in Lemma 5, we perform induction on the size of the face
f to show that the contribution from pieces within that face
is at most the excess e( f ). As a base case if f has two vertices
there can be no pieces with |Pi & S|3 within it. Otherwise,
by Lemma 3 choose a piece Ci and a path P on f, such that
the neighbors of Ci are entirely contained in f and such that
no other Cj has a neighbor interior to P. Let Ci have degree
d3. Contract P to a single edge and remove Ci from the
graph. If |Ci & S|=d, we have reduced k by at least d&2
and reduced  |Pi & S|&2 by exactly d&2. By induction
 |Pi & S|&2(d&2)+(k&d+2&2)=k&2=e( f ).
Summing e( f ) over all faces gives at most 2 |S(G)|&4 by
Lemma 4 and adding in the vertices of S(G ) itself gives the
desired bound. K
S(G ) originally has at most =n vertices. By Lemma 17
C=C(G ) has at most 3=n vertices. Each update adds at
most eight more vertices to C (two per endpoint of the
updated edge, one to include that endpoint itself in C and
one for the middle point of the three-edge star possibly used
to connect that endpoint to the rest of C; each deletion can
also adds two vertices per endpoint of the replacement
edge). We rebuild C after every $n updates, so at most 8$n
vertices can be added before the data structure is rebuilt,
and C will never have more than 3=n+8$n vertices. We
choose = and $ subject to the constraints that 3=+8$<1
and $=2, e.g., == 18 and $=
1
16. The time for rebuilding the
whole data structure thus adds in a geometric series to O(n),
and the amortized time is O(1) per operation. Since each
recursive level shrinks in size by a constant factor over the
previous one, there can be at most O(log n) levels.
The following lemma shows us that the work required to
make a vertex part of S(G) can be performed in constant
time per level, since O(1) edges in each piece will need to be
examined. The intuition behind the lemma is that whenever
a piece grows (by substitution of two or three edges for a
single edge) a vertex will be added to C(G ), which will
prevent the trees described in the lemma from growing with
the piece.
Lemma 18. Any tree formed by expanding the path in
some piece of G corresponding to some edge of C(G ), together
with all MSF branches connecting to interior vertices of that
path, can have at most O(1) vertices. The same is true for any
subtree of the MSF that connects to C(G ) by a single vertex
of S(G ), and which is contracted to a point in C(G ), and also
for any subtree of the MSF not containing any part of C(G ).
Proof. Initially this is true since the piece only has O(1)
size total. Whenever we replace an edge (u, w) in C(G ) by
two or three edges, each new edge corresponds to a portion
of the piece no larger than the portion corresponding to the
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replaced edge (this is true for the third edge of the star, even
though it may have two more vertices not present before the
replacement, because this is made up for by the absence of
u and w). Whenever we add an edge (v, w) to C(G ), the O(1)
bound on the portion of the MSF now connected to the
corresponding path follows from the bound on the subtree
previously connected through vertex w. Whenever we add
an isolated vertex v to C(G ), the O(1) bound on the portion
of the MSF now connected to v follows from the bound on
subtrees not containing any part of C(G ). K
Each insertion adds at most four vertices to S and per-
forms O(1) additional work per level, for a total of O(log n)
time. The insertion at each level contributes an amortized
O(1) towards the cost of eventually rebuilding that level,
again giving a total of O(log n).
Each deletion adds at most eight vertices to S, performs
O(1) additional work, and causes one recursive insertion
and one recursive deletion. Each recursive operation takes
O(1) time within its level and contributes O(1) towards the
cost of rebuilding that level. There will be O(log2 n) recur-
sive operations caused by the deletion, since each recursive
deletion spawns a chain of O(log n) insertions, and there
will be O(log n) deletions. Thus the total amortized time per
deletion is O(log2 n).
We have proven the main results of this section.
Theorem 5. There is a data structure for maintaining the
set of edges in the minimum spanning forest of a planar graph
in O(log n) amortized time per edge insertion and O(log2 n)
per deletion.
Corollary 2. There is a data structure for maintaining
the connected components of planar graphs in O(log n) amor-
tized time per edge insertion, O(log2 n) per deletion, and
O(log n) per connectivity query. Each query returns the name
of the component containing a vertex, with names only chang-
ing between two updates. Alternately, we can handle queries
asking for the existence of a path between any two vertices.
Proof. We use the data structure above to maintain a
list of the edges in the minimum spanning forest and the
dynamic tree data structure of Sleator and Tarjan to main-
tain the forest itself in an additional O(log n) time per
operation. The dynamic tree structure allows connectivity
queries in the time stated. K
We note that the only times planarity is used in our
algorithm are to find planar separators, and to bound the
number of incidences between pieces and separators. If a
malicious user of our algorithm performs insertions that do
not preserve planarity, we may not immediately detect this
non-planarity, but our algorithm will continue to produce
the correct results. We will eventually detect the non-
planarity when we attempt to compute a separator in a
nonplanar subgraph.
5.7. Worst-Case Time Bounds
The amortized bounds of Theorem 5 and Corollary 2 can
be made worst case, as the following argument shows. We
use the sam parameters == 18 and $=
1
16 from our amortized
complexity bounds. The amortization in our previous algo-
rithm came from the fact that we replaced the data structure
ever $n steps; here that same replacement must happen at
the same time interval but the work of computing the
replacement structure is spread over many updates.
We use the standard method of keeping two copies of the
data structure, one which we actually use and another
which is being rebuilt for future usage. There is a slight com-
plication, however, in applying this method to our algo-
rithm. The complication is that, since we rebuild at O(log n)
different levels of the tree, it would look like we need to
instead keep O(log n) copies of the data structure, and the
higher level copies would recursively need lower level
copies, which would increase our time bounds.
To circumvent this problem, we do the following. We
allow different copies of the data structure to be rebuilt
levels at the same time. However, we build them only one
level at a time and only allow one extra copy of each level
of the data structure. To rebuild a single level of the
database, we perform the following operations:
1. Construct a copy of the graph for which the certificate
is being rebuilt.
2. Construct the certificate for that graph.
3. Apply all operations that took place between the time
we copied the graph and the present time.
We perform these operations in steps of time O(1) each.
To perform item (1) above, we maintain a dynamic
representation of the graph in the following format. Let G(t)
denote the graph at a given time t, and let t0 denote the time
at which we begin copying the graph. We use three lists
A, B, and C, of graph edges. During the process of copying
we process edges of A, sometimes not according to the order
in the list. In any time during the copying A contains the
unprocessed edges (all in both G(t0) and G(t)). B contains
all the processed edges and accumulates a copy of G(t0). C
contains all processed edges in G(t) that haven't been
deleted since t0 as well as all newly inserted edges that
haven't been subsequently deleted. Initially, at time t=t0 ,
all edges of G(t) will be listed in A. The copying is done as
follows: At each step of the algorithm, we remove a constant
number of edges from A and add them to B and to C. When
a step causes the removal of an edge from G(t), if that edge
was in list A, it is moved to list B; otherwise it is removed
from list C. When a step causes the insertion of an edge, it
is inserted only into list C. When A becomes empty, B con-
tains a copy of G(t0) and C contain G(t). At this time the
copy of G(t0) in B is now ready for item (2). The list in C is
moved to A (by changing a single pointer) and lists B and
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C are emptied (by zeroing the appropriate pointers), in
preparation for the next time we need to copy G(t). As we
perform steps (2) and (3) above, we continue to update list
A in response to each change to G, so that it always contains
a list of the edges currently in G(t).
To perform item (3) above, we keep a list of all operations
that will need to be applied. As each operation is performed
in our actual data structure, it is added to the list. The first
two stages take total time linear in the size of the graph, so
they can be complete after cn steps, for any constant c that
can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the amount of
time per step. After these stages we will have cn operations
to apply in the third stage. If we perform two such opera-
tions per update to our original graph, the size of the list of
operations will decrease by one per step and we will be done
in another cn steps.
Recall that when we reconstruct a level of the data struc-
ture, we must also reconstruct all lower levels. We perform
all three stages enumerated above for the given level before
beginning work on the lower levels. As we work on the
lower levels of the reconstructed data structure, we pass
updates down to them from the higher levels.
We next discuss the synchronization of rebuilding steps
for different levels.
Lemma 19. We can modify our construction so that
when we finish building a data structure on one level we will
immediately be ready to begin on the next lower level.
Proof. In order to simplify the synchronization among
different data structures at the same level, which may
involve graphs of very different sizes, we measure the com-
plexity at each level i in terms of a parameter mi=n(78) i.
When at some time t we begin constructing a data structure
at level i, we do so by finding a separator S in Gi (t) having
at most mi 8 vertices, no matter what size the actual graph
Gi (t) has. We then proceed as before to compute Gi+1 . We
make sure that Gi+1 will be replaced after at most mi 16
steps have elapsed from time t. Then just as in our amortized
complexity bounds, Gi+1 will always have size at most
7mi 8. By induction each Gi has size at most mi .
The synchronization is performed by occasionally
delaying the rebuilding of a level, in two ways. First, if the
construction of a given level finishes more quickly than we
expect, we delay beginning the next level below it until the
completion of some previous computation on that same
level, so that no two computations of the same level occur
at the same time. Second, if we complete the construction of
a level, we may not immediately begin construction of a new
copy of the same level; instead we may wait until some copy
at a higher level is completed, at which time we construct
our level under that copy.
Suppose that it takes at most kmi operations to construct
a single level, in a graph Gi with at most mi vertices. We then
perform 160k such operations per step, so that after mi 160
steps we will have reconstructed the level. We keep a coun-
ter ci for each level i, that keeps track of the estimate for the
reconstruction time. When we begin constructing level i we
initialize ci to mi 160 and at each step we decrement it by
one. When we finish constructing a given level i, we continue
decrementing ci until it is zero, before beginning construc-
tion of the next lower level i+1. As soon as we start con-
structing the next level i+1 below the reconstructed level i,
we reset ci to +. We must then decide whether to begin
a new copy of level i, or to wait until a reconstruction at
level i&1 completes. We do this by comparing ci&1 and
mi 160. If mi 160 is larger, we have time to reconstruct level
i again in the existing data structure, before we need to
construct the copy of level i below the rebuilt level i&1.
Otherwise, we must delay reconstructing level i.
Assume we finish level i at step t. Because of the delay
introduced while we decrement ci to zero, we must have
began rebuilding level i at time t&mi 160. But at some time
t$ in the previous mi+1 160 steps, we must have finished
rebuilding level i+1, at which point ci would have been
equal to t & t$ < mi+1 160. Thus we must have delayed
starting level i + 1, and we are now immediately ready to
begin there. K
Lemma 20. Each data structure at each level i will be
replaced before mi 16 steps have elapsed since the construc-
tion of the data structure began.
Proof. We enumerate the steps that can happen after we
begin the construction of a data structure at level i, and
before the data structure is replaced. Note that to replace
the data structure at level i, we must not only reconstruct
that data structure, but also the data structures at all higher
numbered levels; all these levels will also be replaced at the
time we replace the level i structure.
Let t denote the time when we begin constructing the data
structure. We must show that this data structure is not used
past time t+mi 16. We enumerate the steps that occur after
we begin construction. First, the structure at level i must be
constructed, in mi 160 steps. Then the lower levels of the
data structure are constructed, and the reconstructed struc-
ture is put in place. By Lemma 19 there can be no delays in
this process and the time to construct lower levels adds in a
geometric series to 7mi 160 steps, so the data structure and
all lower levels are fully constructed and can be put in place
at time t+mi 20.
At time t+mi 160, after we have constructed level i of the
data structure, but before the remaining levels have been
constructed, we also examine mi&1 to decide whether to
initiate a second reconstruction, or to delay until a con-
struction at level i&1 is complete. If we delay, it is by at
most mi 160 steps. Thus we will begin constructing a second
copy of the level i data structure at a time no later than
t+mi 80, and by the same analysis as the previous
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paragraph it will be in place by time t+mi 80+mi 20=
t+mi 16. Once this second data structure is in place, we
will no longer need the first data structure which we began
at time t, as required by the statement of the lemma. K
This technique gives the following bounds.
Theorem 6. There is a data structure for maintaining the
set of edges in the minimum spanning forest of a planar graph
in worst-case time O(log n) per edge insertion and O(log2 n)
per deletion.
Theorem 7. There is a data structure for maintaining the
connected components of planar graphs in worst-case time
O(log n) per edge insertion, O(log2 n) per deletion, and
O(log n) per connectivity query. Each query returns the name
of the component containing a vertex, with names only chang-
ing between two updates. Alternately, we can handle queries
asking for the existence of a path between any two vertices.
5.8. Best Swaps and the k Best Spanning Trees
As before, we assume that edge weights are distinct, so
that MSF(G) is uniquely defined. We further assume in this
section that no two differences of edge weights are equal.
These conditions can be enforced by perturbing the input
weights: if the edges are numbered e1 , e2 , and so on, then we
add 2& j&im to the weight of edge ei , where j is chosen so that
2& j is smaller than any difference of distinct input edge
weights. Our algorithm will not need to explicitly compute
differences of edge weights, it will only need to perform com-
parisons between edges and also between differences of edge
weights. Thus we do not need to actually maintain a suitable
value j, nor do we need to increase the precision with which
we store the edge weights; we merely keep the original
weight of each edge ei , together with the value of i. The two
types of comparison above can be performed by comparing
the original weights, and if the result is that they are equal,
then by comparing the indices stored for each edge.
A swap in a graph is a pair of edges such that their sym-
metric difference with the minimum spanning forest is again
a spanning forest. Thus in a pair [e, f ] exactly one edge
(say e) will be a minimum spanning forest edge, the other
edge f will be in G&MSF(G ), e will be on the cycle induced
in MSF(G ) by f, and f will span the cut induced in MSF(G )
by e. We write a swap as an ordered pair (e, f ), where e is
the edge in MSF(G ).
The best swap in a graph is the swap for which the result-
ing spanning forest has minimum weight. Equivalently we
can define the weight of a swap (e, f ) to be the difference
between the weights of edges f and e; then since the weight
of the resulting spanning forest is the weight of MSF(G )
plus the weight of the swap, the best swap will have mini-
mum weight among all possible swaps. All swaps have
positive weight (otherwise the result of the swap would be a
different spanning tree of weight equal to or smaller than
that of the MSF, contradicting the assumption of distinct
edge weights). The second best spanning forest of a graph
must differ from the MSF by a single swap, so the best swap
is a way of concisely encoding the difference between the
MSF and this second best forest.
Best swaps have been used to enumerate the spanning
forests of a graph in order by weight [8]. For this applica-
tion one needs a fully persistent data structure (one in which
any update does not modify previous versions of the data
structure, but instead creates a new separately existing ver-
sion, and in which each update or query can be performed
in any of the versions that have been so created).
We modify our minimum spanning forest algorithm, to
maintain the best swap of a graph. In the modified data
structure, the ``certificates'' at each level are not actually
compressed certificates for the best swap. Our strategy is
instead to show that if the best swap is lost as a result of
replacing a piece P by its certificate C(P), that swap can be
found again as the best swap in P. We can find the best swap
of our original graph G by keeping a priority queue of best
swaps from all pieces at all levels of the data structure and
by using a data structure described below to tell us which of
these swaps are also swaps of G.
We note that a similar strategy is used later in our
algorithm for 2-edge-connectivity. Again, we do not use
certificates for global 2-edge-connectedness; instead we use
some extra bits collected from all pieces at all levels.
The correctness of our best swap algorithm follows from
the following lemmas. For simplicity of exposition both here
and in the next section we assume that the bottom level of
the data structure consists of a single vertex (previously we
allowed any constant size graph). Thus there are no edges in
the bottom level certificate, so each edge e of our original
graph G must either have been contracted (if e is in
MSF(G )) or removed (if e is not in MSF(G )).
Lemma 21. Let the MSF data structure for a planar
graph G be as described before, with the bottom level of the
data structure consisting of a single vertex, and let (e, f ) be
the best swap in G. Then (e, f ) also forms the best swap in
some piece Pi at some level of the data structure.
Proof. Our minimum spanning forest data structure
removes edges in two ways: some edges that can be proven
to be part of the minimum spanning forest of G are con-
tracted, and edges that are not part of the minimum span-
ning forest MSF(Pi) of some piece Pi are removed. Since f
is by assumption not in MSF(G ), and since the bottom level
has no edges, f must have been removed in the second way,
so it is eliminated in some piece Pi by a path of shorter edges.
If e is one of those edges, the lemma is proven. Otherwise
consider removing e from the overall minimum spanning
forest, partitioning G into two components, with the
endpoints of f in different components. Follow the path in Pi
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connecting the endpoints of f. Some path edge must connect
one component to the other, but then it forms a swap pair
with e that (since the edge is shorter than f ) contradicts the
assumption that (e, f ) is the best swap in G. K
We next describe how to tell whether a swap in a piece
can be a swap in the overall graph.
Lemma 22. Let (e, f ) be the best swap in some piece Pi ,
and let e be part of MSF(G ). Then (e, f ) is a swap in G.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the minimum
spanning forest path p between the endpoints of f does not
pass through e. Let q denote the path in the certificate for Pi
between the endpoints of f ; q contains edge e. The graph
p _ q must have a cycle involving edge e. To form the mini-
mum spanning forest of G, the heaviest edge must be
removed from the cycle. That edge cannot be in p because p
is part of the minimum spanning forest, so it must be in q.
But e is the heaviest edge in q, is part of the cycle, and so it
must be the removed edge. Therefore e is not in MSF(G ),
contradicting our assumption. K
We simply keep track, for each edge e, whether e is in the
minimum spanning forest or not. We also keep track of the
O(log n) potential best swaps involving e, one per level of
the data structure. At most one of these swaps, the mini-
mum weight one, will be in the priority queue. Whenever we
add e to the overall minimum spanning forest, we add this
one swap to the queue, and whenever we remove e from the
overall minimum spanning forest, we remove this one swap
from the queue.
Whenever we modify a piece Pi to make another vertex
interesting, the best swap in that piece or in higher level
pieces does not change. Insertions are performed by creating
a new piece for the new edge and so they do not change the
best swap in any existing piece. Whenever we delete an edge,
if it is part of the best swap for a piece, we must recompute
a new best swap in that piece. The data structure of
Lemma 14 is easily modified to allow this computation in
constant time, as we detail below.
Lemma 23. Let G be a graph initially of constant size and
updated as in Lemma 14. Then we can maintain the best swap
in G in constant time per update.
Proof. G is formed from a graph G0 by replacing edges
of G0 by paths and by hanging off these paths some trees.
The trees are all part of MSF(G ); in each path all but the
heaviest edge is in MSF(G ). MSF(G ) induces a spanning
forest of G0 formed by keeping those edges in G0 for which
the heaviest path edge in G is part of MSF(G ).
We first note that (e, f ) must both be path edges, since
the remaining edges of G are not part of any cycle. Both
must be the heaviest edges of their paths, e because any
heavier edge would give a better swap and f because all
other edges are in the MSF.
There are O(1) pairs of edges in G0 , and for each of them
we can use the data structure of Lemma 14 to find the heavy
path edges and test whether they form a swap. Thus in O(1)
time we can test all swaps involving heavy edges of paths
and find the best swap. K
Whenever we change the best swap in a piece, from (e, f )
to (e$, f $), we recompute the best swaps among all those
swaps involving e and those involving f, in O(log n) time
since each edge has a list of swaps from O(log n) levels. We
then update the priority queue appropriately. A deletion
may cause such a change to happen at each level of the data
structure, so the extra time needed per deletion is O(log2 n).
We have thus proven the following result.
Theorem 8. The best swap of a planar graph can be
maintained in O(log n) worst-case time per insertion and
O(log2 n) per deletion.
We note that if we wish to decrease the weight of an edge,
the resulting change in the minimum spanning forest data
structure is similar to that from an insertion, and the time is
again O(log n). To increase the weight, we can delete an
edge and re-insert it, in O(log2 n) time.
To use this result for the k smallest spanning tree
problem, we must make our data structure fully persistent.
In order to use known persistence techniques, we must use
the worst-case time bounds using the partial reconstruction
technique described earlier. Recall that our data (structure
consists of the following parts:
1. The data structure of Lemma 14 within each piece at
each level of the graph.
2. The correspondence between edges of each piece Pi
and the edges of its certificate C(Pi).
3. A list data structure for making copies of the graph.
4. A data structure for maintaining a partial reconstruc-
tion of a level.
5. Another list of operations to be performed after the
level is reconstructed.
6. A list of swaps (e, f ) for each edge e.
7. A priority queue of swaps.
We make most of the parts above persistent using the
techniques of Driscoll et al. [1]. Using these techniques, we
can add persistence with no increase in the time bounds, to
any pointer-based data structure for which the in-degree as
well as the out-degree of any object is constant. These
techniques allow memory cells to store non-pointer data as
well as pointers; this data can then be used to decide which
pointers to follow, as long as the value of the cell is not used
as an index to access random-access memory. For instance
Driscoll et al. show how to make persistent a binary search
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tree in which the value of a key is used to determine whether
to branch left or right.
This persistence technique applies easily to the various
lists, and to the priority queue. By Lemma 18, the corre-
spondence between Pi and C(Pi) also has constant degree.
The difficulties are with the partial reconstruction and with
the data structure of Lemma 14.
We deal with Lemma 14 first. This consists of a graph G0 ,
a pointer from each edge of the current graph G to some
edge in graph G0 , and a pointer from each edge in G0 to
some edge in G. Since we do not have a bound on the size
of G, this data structure does not as described have constant
in-degree. We represent the data structure in the following
modified way: we have a graph G0 represented as an array
of edges. At each array position, we store the two edge
endpoints and the pointer to the corresponding heavy edge
in G. For each edge in G, we do not keep a pointer, we keep
an array index to the corresponding edge in G0 . Note that
this is a pointer algorithm (it does not require the use of ran-
dom access memory) because G0 has constant size. The
array indices can be thought of as data for use in deciding
which pointer to follow, among the O(1) possibilities, in the
same way that a binary search tree key is data for use in
deciding whether to branch left or right. This modified
representation has constant in-degree and we can apply
standard persistence techniques to it.
The final piece of our overall data structure is the partial
reconstruction of a level. This involves the internal state of
a number of algorithms including the construction of planar
separators and could be quite complicated. We have no
guarantee that it has constant in-degree or even that it is a
pointer algorithm. Fortunately, since this data structure is
working on a static graph fixed at some particular time, we
do not need to make this part of the data structure persistent.
Rather, when one version v of our persistent data structure
begins reconstructing a level, it creates a non-persistent data
structure for the reconstruction. All updates occurring
in histories following v perform work in the same partial
reconstruction and keep a fully persistent list of the opera-
tions to be performed when the reconstruction is complete.
Indeed, if multiple divergent versions help reconstruct the
level, then as seen from any particular version the recon-
struction can only proceed more quickly than necessary.
Thus all data structures except the partial reconstruction
can be made fully persistent, and the partial reconstruction
can be an ephemeral data structure shared by many fully
persistent versions. We have the following results.
Theorem 9. The best swap of a planar graph can be
maintained with full persistence in O(log n) worst-case time
per insertion and O(log2 n) per deletion.
Theorem 10. We can compute the k smallest spanning
trees of a planar graph in O(n+k log2 n) time.
Proof. Frederickson [8] shows how to do this using
O(k) updates in a persistent best data structure. Plugging in
the bounds of the previous theorem gives the result. K
5.9. 2-Edge-Connectivity
We now show how to adapt our MSF algorithm to com-
pute 2-edge-connectivity and 2-edge-connectedness. The
algorithm for 2-edge-connectivity should be able to answer
dyadic queries asking whether some two vertices are in the
same 2-edge-connected component. The 2-edge-connected-
ness property asks whether G as a whole contains more than
one such component.
Our technique will work with any spanning forest of G, so
we assign unique weights arbitrarily to the edges of G in
order to determine a unique MSF. As in the MSF algorithm
our data structure for a graph G consists of a vertex set S,
subgraphs or pieces Pi which cover the portion of the graph
not induced by S, certificates C(Pi) for each piece, a cer-
tificate C(G) formed by the union of the piece certificates
together with S and some induced edges not in any piece,
and a recursive data structure for C(G).
Our certificates C(P ) for the dyadic property of 2-edge-
connectivity are almost exactly the same as those for MSF,
and consist of a minimum spanning tree of P with certain
edges contracted. The only difference is that now we double
certain edges. That is, we replace certain single edges in P
with pair of parallel edges in C(P ). An edge in C(P) is
doubled if and only if it does not come from a bridge of P.
At any time in the algorithm, whether when initially con-
structing C(P ) or later, the doubled edges in C(P) can be
found as follows. Each edge in C(P ) corresponds to a com-
pressed path in P between the corresponding vertices. If that
path contains a bridge in P, it is left single. If no edge on the
path is a bridge in P, the corresponding edge in C(P) is
doubled. This edge doubling information can clearly be
computed in linear time when C(P) is constructed; we
describe later how to update it as P is modified.
Lemma 24. For every 1-edge-cut in P separating the set
X of interesting vertices into two parts X1 and X2 , there is a
cut in C(P ) separating X in the same way, and vice versa.
Proof. Let e be a bridge in P, then if e remains in C(P )
it forms the same cut. If it is not in C(P ), then it must be a
MSF edge separating two interesting vertices, and so it is
part of a path in P contracted to form a single edge in C(P );
but then that edge gives the same cut in C(P ). Conversely
suppose e is a cut edge in C(P); then some edge on the
corresponding path in P must be a bridge with the same
cut. K
Lemma 25. The doubled MSF certificates described
above form a compressed certificate for dyadic 2-edge-
connectivity of G.
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Proof. We show that any two vertices v1 and v2 in X are
not 2-edge-connected in G _ H iff they are not 2-edge-
connected in C _ H.
If they are not 2-edge-connected in G _ H, there is a cut
(V1 , V2) in G _ H crossed by at most one edge, such that
each vi is in Vi . Then (V1 & G, V2 & G ) is a cut in G crossed
by at most one edge. If there is a single edge crossing this
cut, then by Lemma 24, there is a partition (V $1 , V $2) of C
separating X in the same way and again crossed by a single
edge. If there is no edge crossing the cut, we can find a cut
(V $1 , V $2) in C that is again not crossed, since C is formed
from a spanning forest of G and, hence, is a certificate
for connectivity. (V $1 _ (V1 & H ), V $2 _ (V2 & H )) is a cut
in C(G) _ H crossed by the same number of edges as
(V1 , V2), showing that v1 and v2 cannot be 2-edge-connected
in C _ H.
In the other direction, if v1 and v2 are not 2-edge-con-
nected in C _ H, there is a cut (V1 , V2) in C _ H crossed by
at most one edge. We can find a cut (V $1 , V $2) in G crossed
by the same number of edges as (V1 & G, V2 & G) was
crossed by in C, again using Lemma 24 and the fact that C
is a certificate for connectivity. As before, we get a cut
(V $1 _ (V1 & H), V $2 _ (V2 & H)) in G _ H crossed by the
same number of edges as (V1 , V2), showing that v1 and v2
cannot be 2-edge-connected in G _ H. K
Thus we can use the certificates above to test the dyadic
property of 2-edge-connectivity between pairs of nodes.
We make one further change from the MSF certificates,
so that we can also answer global 2-edge-connectedness
queries. The complication is that there may be multiple
2-edge-connected components for which all vertices are unin-
teresting. Such a component might not be represented in the
certificate above, and if all interesting vertices are in a single
component, the certificate above could be 2-edge-connected
when G is not.
One solution to this complication would be that when-
ever we have a piece P with multiple components, we choose
some vertex v(P ) to be treated as interesting, so that C(P )
again has multiple components. This would result in a cer-
tificate for 2-edge-connectedness, but it causes some dif-
ficulties for us. First, a minor point, our analysis of the MSF
algorithm depends precisely (via Lemma 17) on the fact
that |C(P )|2|C(P )|&2; if instead it were 2|C(P )|&1 we
would have to modify our analysis and perform extra
grouping of pieces. Second, and more importantly, we
would have to worry that some update causes v(P ) to be
denoted as interesting, in which case we would have to
choose a different representative vertex in P. It is not clear
that this can be done while preserving our stability property
(that on every insertion the amount of change per level
is constant and that on every deletion there is a single
insertion per level and a constant amount of further
change).
Our solution is instead to store, for each piece P, a bit
b(P). This bit is set to true when P contains such an un-
interesting component, and to false otherwise. Thus C(P) is
not itself a certificate for 2-edge-connectedness, but together
with this bit we can recover the original connectedness
information, as expressed in the following lemma. For sim-
plicity of exposition we assume that the bottom level of the
data structure consists of a single vertex, whereas in our
MSF algorithm we left its size unspecified (any fixed
constant would work).
Lemma 26. Let the data structure for G be constructed,
with the bottom level of the data structure consisting of a
single vertex. Then G is 2-edge-connected if and only if for all
pieces P at all levels of the data structure, b(P ) is false.
Proof. First suppose some b(P ) is true for some piece P
belonging to graph Gi at some level i. Then some two vertices
v1 and v2 belong to separate 2-edge-connected components
of P; further, the component E containing v1 consists
entirely of uninteresting vertices. Then since P connects to
the rest of Gi only by edges incident to interesting vertices,
there can be no such edges incident to E and it is also a
2-edge-connected component of Gi ; thus v1 and v2 are not
2-edge-connected in Gi . These vertices are interesting at all
higher levels of the graph, so by Lemma 25 they must not be
2-edge-connected in G.
Conversely, suppose G is not 2-edge-connected. Then
there are two vertices v1 and v2 in different 2-edge-connected
components of G. Let i be the last level in which both v1 and
v2 exist, and let v1 and v2 be chosen to maximize i. Then at
least one of v1 and v2 is uninteresting in Gi . By Lemma 25,
v1 and v2 belong to different 2-edge-connected components
in Gi , so Gi has a bridge e. Let e separate the vertices of Gi
into two sets V1 and V2 . Then if both V1 and V2 contained
interesting vertices, say v$1 and v$2 by Lemma 25 we would
have that Gi+1 contained a bridge separating v$1 and v$2 ,
contradicting the assumption that i was maximized. So one
of V1 or V2 is entirely uninteresting and must be contained
in a single piece P, causing b(P ) to be true. K
We maintain the disjunction of all bits in all pieces at all
levels, simply by using a counter. This disjunction gives the
result of a 2-edge-connectedness query as shown above. Our
data structure must be able to recompute the bit for any
piece P whenever P is modified; however, aside from this
recomputation the overall time complexity will not differ
from our previous bounds, nor will the size of the graph at
any level of the data structure be affected by this modifica-
tion.
This shows that an algorithm using these ``certificates'' is
correct; we must now show how to maintain these cer-
tificates efficiently. We insert or delete edges exactly as in the
MSF algorithm, and update the set of edges in certificates
C(P) as before, but we must now determine which edges are
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doubled and which are single. When we delete an edge from
P we may need to undouble a large number of other edges
in C(P), and when we perform other modifications to P,
including undoubling certain edges, we need to perform a
constant number of tests asking whether a given edge of
C(P ) should still be doubled.
Recall that each piece P is a graph formed by starting
with a graph P0 of size O(1), and then performing opera-
tions that split edges in two and add new vertices connected
by a single edge to previous vertices. The result of a
sequence of such operations is to replace the edges of P0
with various forests and to attach other forests to vertices of
P0 . Each edge in P is either a branch of some such forest, or
it is part of a path corresponding to some edge in P0 . The
latter edges can be further classified into two types accord-
ing to whether the path has had any edges deleted from it,
or whether it remains unbroken. Any forest edge may itself
be doubled or undoubled. Each edge in C(P ) corresponds
to a path in P, which by Lemma 18 has length O(1).
As defined above, an edge in C(P) is doubled iff no edge
in the corresponding path in P is a bridge. Equivalently, an
edge is doubled iff each edge e in the corresponding path
satisfies at least one of the following two conditions: (1) e is
itself doubled in P, or (2) e is part of a path in P corresponding
to an edge in a simple cycle of unbroken edges of P0 .
For each edge in P, we keep track of the two conditions
above separately; whenever both conditions become false
we mark the corresponding edge in C(P) as undoubled.
Condition (1) will change exactly when G is itself a cer-
tificate at some intermediate level of the data structure, and
when e changes status at a higher level. It remains to keep
track of condition (2), for each of the possible changes to P
performed in the course of the MSF algorithm.
Recall that P can change in several ways: an edge can be
added connecting a new vertex, an edge may be split in two,
or an edge may be deleted. Further some edge in P may
become undoubled. If an edge is split in two, its status
according to condition (2) is passed on to the two new
edges. A newly added edge connecting a new vertex will
never satisfy condition (2). Undoubling of edges does not
change condition (2). So the only type of change we need
worry about is edge deletion. If an edge is deleted from P, we
remove the corresponding edge from P0 and recompute the
bridges in the remaining graph. If any edge of P0 was not
previously a bridge, but it has become one after the deletion,
we mark all edges in the corresponding path as not satisfy-
ing condition (2). We do the same for all edges in the path
corresponding to the newly broken edge.
Whenever condition (2) becomes false for an undoubled
edge, or when we undouble an edge for which condition (2)
was false, we undouble the corresponding edge in C(P) if it
exists. When we undouble an edge in C(P ) that was pre-
viously doubled, we perform this operation recursively in
C(G ). It is not difficult to see that this procedure correctly
maintains the set of doubled edges in C(P ). Note that a
single update in P may cause many changes of status in
C(P), which may in turn cause further updates in many
pieces of C(G ). Nevertheless, we claim that the total time
will be small if amortized over the sequence of updates. We
now analyze the time complexity of this procedure.
Lemma 27. The method above takes O(k) time per
update to P, where k is the number of edges (in all levels of
the data structure) which become undoubled, or for which
condition (2) becomes false.
Finally, we must keep track of whether there is a bridge
separating X from some other vertices in P, so that we can
recompute the bit b(P ) when P changes. When C(P) is
initially constructed from P=P0 , P will be connected. We
find the tree T of 2-edge-connected components of P0 and
mark all components in that tree that either contain vertices
in X or are on a path between components containing
vertices in X. The marked components form a connected
subtree of T; we direct the edges of the tree towards that
subtree. We keep a pointer from each vertex of P to the tree
component containing it. When we add a vertex of P to X,
we check whether it is in an unmarked component and if so
we mark all the components in the path to the marked sub-
tree. Then b(P ) is set to true if there is any unmarked com-
ponent left, or false otherwise. When we split an edge, add
an edge, or delete an edge in P, we leave b(P ) unchanged.
We do not modify the tree T even if the 2-edge-connected
components of P differ from those of P0 .
Lemma 28. Every unmarked node in tree T corresponds
to a 2-edge-connected component of P that is disjoint from X.
Proof. Certainly the node corresponds to a vertex set
disjoint from X, or it would have been marked. The only
way it could fail to be a 2-edge-component of P would be
if some edge had been added either to a vertex in the set,
or connecting vertices across different bridges from the
component, but in either case again it would have been
marked. K
Lemma 29. If E is a 2-edge-connected component of P
separated from X by a bridge, then E corresponds to an
unmarked component in tree T.
Proof. Whenever we change P, we first add the
endpoints of the change to X, so all newly created 2-edge-
connected components have vertices in X and no change
can occur in the unmarked components. Thus E must be a
component of the tree. We now show that E is unmarked.
For if it were marked, it must have been on a path between
two vertices of X. That path must still exist unless some edge
of it were deleted, but in that case the nearest endpoints of
deleted edges nearest to E would have been marked prior to
the deletion and E would still be on such a path, hence E
would not be separated from X by a bridge. K
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Lemma 30. The time to mark nodes in tree T after each
update to P is O(k$), where k$ is the number of newly marked
tree nodes.
Theorem 11. We can maintain a planar graph, subject to
insertions and deletions that preserve planarity, and allow
queries that test the 2-edge-connectivity of the graph, or test
whether two vertices belong to the same 2-edge-connected
component, in O(log n) amortized time per insertion or query
and O(log2 n) per deletion.
Proof. No edge ever changes from undoubled to
doubled, or from not satisfying condition (2) to satisfying it.
Hence the time to maintain the information about doubled
edges can be amortized against the operations that created
the edges. Similarly the time to mark nodes in the tree of
2-connected components above can be amortized against
the initial construction of C(P ). Thus the total amortized
time is the same as for our MSF algorithm. K
6. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have introduced a new and general technique for
designing fully dynamic planar graph algorithms. This
technique is based upon sparsification, compressed cer-
tificates, and balanced separator trees and improves many
known bounds. In this paper, we have applied this tech-
nique to the problems of maintaining minimum spanning
forests, connectivity, 2-edge-connectivity, best swap, and
planarity testing. In the companion paper [5], we apply this
technique to 2-vertex, 3-vertex, 3-edge and 4-edge connec-
tivity. There are a number of related and perhaps interesting
questions.
First, many of our bounds are amortized. For instance,
the worst-case construction given for the minimum span-
ning forest does not extend to 2-edge-connectivity because
of the extra time spent undoubling edges. The O(n12) bound
for planarity testing is also amortized. Can we make all our
amortized bounds worst-case?
Second, our algorithms for minimum spanning forest,
connectivity, best swap, and 2-edge-connectivity exploit
a stability property in their certificates to support
polylogarithmic time updates in planar graphs. For
planarity testing we have not been able to apply stable spar-
sification, and our bounds are O(n12). Is it possible to
exploit stability and to achieve polylogarithmic bounds for
these problems too? This would be particularly interesting.
Indeed, our algorithms for minimum spanning forests and
connectivity assume that the edges to be inserted are
planarity-preserving, since we are unable to test this
assumption within the logarithmic bounds. There are cases
where this might not be not a restriction, since in many
applications the underlying graph is inherently planar.
Nevertheless, it would be nice to design robust algorithms
for planar minimum spanning forests that are able to check
in O(polylog n) time if the sequence of updates they have
to process keeps the graph planar. Note that the same
phenomenon occurs also on plane graphs. Indeed, the fully
dynamic minimum spanning forest and fully dynamic con-
nectivity of a plane graph can be solved in O(log n) per
operation [6]. However, we cannot check within this
bound whether an edge can be inserted without violating
the fixed embedding; the best bound known up to date for
this problem is O(log2 n) [16] (the O(log n) algorithm
by Tamassia [18] does not support the full repertoire of
operations).
Finally, we note that the complexity of our algorithms,
and the large constant factors involved in some of our
asymptotic time bounds, make some of our results
unsuitable for practical applications. Can we simplify our
methods while retaining similar theoretical bounds?
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